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How did you get started building 
your dōTERRA business? 
James- Our story is one of people who 
found themselves in a place where they  
never thought they would be. That happens  
sometimes. Circumstances take you to a 
place where you are just evaluating your 
life and you think, “We were going to do 
more. We had big dreams. How did we 
get here?” We were looking for ways to 
get out of serious debt. We were living 
in a broken down old mobile home,  
and we didn’t really know how to get 
out. I was working about 60 hours 
a week, and Roxane would work a 
few days a week overnight at a care 

facility. We were looking into different 
opportunities to change our situation. 
Roxane’s sister, Natalie Goddard, 
introduced us to essential oils, and 
we kept saying, “It can’t be network 
marketing,” because we had had a 
bad experience years before. Natalie 
followed up with us two or three times 
and eventually I said, “OK, maybe we 
should consider this.”

I jumped in and had Dr. Hill at my very 
first meeting. He flew out for it…and 
no one showed up. We had failed at 
everything up until this point, and now 
we’d failed at this too. But then Roxane 
had some experiences with the oils and 

got onboard. We started sharing with 
our friends and then some checks came 
in the mail. after that, we started getting 
more serious and focused, and Natalie 
started to push us to hit Gold. I think 
that got us rolling and we were really 
immersed in it together. 

Why are events so important?
ROxaNe- We were Gold when we went to  
our first Leadership Retreat in Utah. It was  
so hard for us to fly out for that event 
and get our kids taken care of. at the time,  
I remember thinking, “Is this going to  
even be worth it?” It was this big process  
for us to just go to that one day. I remember  

“dōTERRA is a personal development program wrapped up in an essential oil company. 
Literally the secret to success in dōTERRA is how fast you can look in the mirror and love 
that person and everything that comes with it. It’s not about what anybody else does or 
chooses, it’s all about looking in the mirror and how you deal with what you see there.” –James  

it seemed like this huge obstacle, but it was there that I received 
the confirmation that dōTERRA was what we were supposed to 
do. I knew it was right. This was how we were going to get out  
of debt and out of the trailer. It was on the flight home from 
that event that we really pinned down our mission and our why. 
It was march, and we decided by July we would be Diamond.

James- We really want people to know how important these 
events are. Don’t let a week go by where there’s not an event 
you’re attending or hosting. Don’t miss the big company-
sponsored events, because that shifted everything for us.

How do I balance my life while building a dōTERRA 
business? 
James- Everybody in dōTERRA goes through this barrier of 
balance. They say, “my life is out of whack! I’m doing too much 
dōTERRA!” But once you have a why, a goal, and a mission, you 
just do whatever it takes. There’s a price you have to pay for a 
period of time. There is chaos before there is order. While we 
were building our business, I just decided that even though 
I was dead tired at the end of the day, I was going to do it 
because I was passionate about it. That’s what we did even 
though it might mean that we only got four hours of sleep.  
We did whatever needed to happen. 

ROxaNe- I feel like balance is a myth. Our expectations of what  
balance is, is basically that we want to stay in our comfort zone. 
Do you really think that people who have succeeded at this had all  
these little time slots all perfectly aligned in their life? I was busy 
before dōTERRA and so was James. We had no time. Life will 
always feel busy. You just choose where you put your busyness. 

What’s the secret of your success?
James- It’s not like we have some magical thing. We still go 
through the same things everyone goes through. We just never 
stop doing this. We’ve been through more levels, we’ve been 
more consistent, we’ve learned all the lessons, failed all the 
ways that you could possibly fail, and we’ve done everything 
that you’re not supposed to, which has led us to doing all the 
things that you should do. There’s nothing über-special about 
us. There are people doing this business much faster, easier, 
and more efficiently than we did, but that’s why we love it. 
You can come from any place and if you find your why, be 
consistent, and never give up, you will obtain what anyone else 
can obtain. It may not be in the same timing, but you can do it. 

ROxaNe- I would do it again even if it was 10 times harder. 
Whatever it is that is going to be your challenge, just face it and 
go through it, because it’s worth it in the end. 

Congratulations on Reaching Presidential Diamond

PRESIDENTIAL DIAMOND

1    Stop sharing with friends and family once you 
start doing the business.  “Initially I called several 

people and said, ‘This stuff’s awesome! You’ve got to buy 
it!’ Then I decided to do the business and I stopped calling 
them. I went out and talked to complete strangers instead 
of the people who are close to me because there’s no risk 
in that. But, it wasn’t coming from a genuine, authentic 
place of sharing. I had to start genuinely sharing with my 
friends and family to succeed.” -James 

2     Fire-hosing people with too much information 
right away.  “You overwhelm them because you’re 

trying to convince them instead of letting the oils do the 
work. You are trying to do and say everything that the oils 
would do.”- James

 “Instead, focus on that person’s need. If you focus on their 
needs you show up to serve and not to sell.” –Roxane

3    Sell someone a kit and don’t set up anything to  
move them forward.  “When you call someone to 

follow up after they’ve enrolled they often feel like, 
‘I’ve already bought it, leave me alone.’ We started 
doing consults that take place after you sell them a kit, 
something that they know about when they get their kit. 
Right after enrolling them you say, ‘You’re going to get a 
free consult. Let’s schedule that now.’ That way when you 
call them, they’re already planning on it.” –Roxane

4   Don’t think about people when you build. 
“It was something we didn’t pay attention to as

soon as we should have. You need to say, ‘We need 
leaders, how do we select them?’ instead of, ‘We need a 
structure, let’s build a structure.’ We started focusing on 
our Power of 3 instead of focusing on the people who 
would help build that Power of 3.” –James

“When you really care about people, then you’ll care about 
their life. There are people on your team who will need the  
income; focus on how you can help them instead of saying,  
‘OK, Power of 3 works like this, how much do you have on 
your LRP?’ If you’re really getting to know and working with 
your leaders, it comes back to you.” –Roxane  

5   Don’t focus on creating relationships with  
your leaders.  “We always focus a ton on, ‘What is 

that person’s why?’ If you don’t know your leaders’ why, 
then that is the reason that you are not growing. You’re 
doing it for you and not for them.” –Roxane 

“You have to learn everybody’s different hot buttons, love 
languages, and personality types.”  –James 

Top 5 Mistakes Everyone Makes:

James & Roxane Bybee
PLAcERvILLE, cALIfoRNIA, USA 
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How to deal wItH ConflICt as a leader:

“In this business, you’re dealing with a lot of different personalities and  
some are not always easy to work with. Issues come up, and you have to learn 

how to deal with people in a proper manner.” 

be kiND. “When 
people are upset with 
me, I listen to them 
and see what I can do 
different.”

Have a tHick 
skiN. “People get 
upset with you.  
They just do. I had to 
learn to deal with that 
professionally.” 

DoN’t create 
more issues.  
“Come back to them 
with compassion and 
understanding that this 
can be frustrating, and 
help them know how 
to handle it.” 

Five years ago, the economy crashed 
and mike Davis’s contracting business 

was hit hard. He went to his wife Lori and  
told her she would have to go back to 
work as a speech pathologist.  after 
contemplating the matter, Lori felt strongly 
that she wasn’t supposed to return to work.  
she didn’t understand why she felt this way,  
because they really needed the money. 

Around the same time, Lori had a friend 
approach her about creating a network 
marketing business together. They had 
tried others before, but wanted to try again  
with a company in the natural health industry.  
They had already settled on one when they  
heard about dōTERRA. Lori says, “My friend  
called me up and said there were two ladies  
coming down from Salt Lake to talk about 
essential oils. she asked if I would listen. 
I didn’t know very much about essential 
oils, but I had heard good things, so I said I 
would.” after listening to the presentation, 
Lori and her friends immediately decided 
that this was the company they wanted to 
join, and the rest is history. 

Before getting into dōTERRA, Lori had 
learned from her previous network 
marketing experience the importance of 
being consistent. While running her other 

business, she had several people on her 
team say they wanted to take December 
off because it was so busy. Lori agreed 
and quickly regretted it. “When January 
came and it was time to start back 
up, we couldn’t gather anybody back 
around. They wouldn’t get going. That 
really killed our business.” she learned 
you can’t take time off in this business, 
especially when the momentum has just 
started to build.

she also learned the importance of 
sticking to a schedule. early on, she 
planned out regular events and trainings 
and made sure every one happened. 
“If no one showed up to an event but 
IPCs, we went ahead and turned it into 
a training. We didn’t cancel it. If we 
planned an event, we did it.” 

When she first started growing her 
business, Lori made sure to put in 
the sacrifices necessary to build a 
strong foundation. “We were struggling 
financially in the beginning, but I realized 
I needed to put money back into my 
business. It was hard. There were 
bills that needed to be paid, but I felt 
strongly that if I put time and effort into 
dōTERRA, it was going to pay off for me 
in the long run.”

and it did. “Now my income is at least 
five times more than it would have been  
if I had gone back and worked as a 
speech pathologist. dōTERRA has opened  
up possibilities for me. It has been one 
of the greatest blessings in my life.”

Mike & Lori Davis
LAS vEgAS, NEvADA, USA 

“My HusbAND WARMED up TO DōTERRA 
ONcE HE sAW THE DIffERENcE IT 
MADE. HE’s bEcOMINg MucH MORE 
INvOlvED. HE lOvEs IT. HE REAlIzEs THE 
pOssIbIlITIEs IT HAs OpENED up TO us.”

“one thing I love about d terra 
is the people I’ve met through this 
business who have become my 
best friends.”
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Open the Possibilities 

“All five of my children are ipCs and one of my sisters is  
actually on my frontline. All five of my siblings are very supportive.  

i love being able to work with my family.”

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS
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Kathy Hunsaker had been involved in 
several other businesses before she 

started doing dōTERRA. She was looking 
to replace her income from her current 
job, and before long found that she could 
make twice as much working fulltime with 
dōTERRA. Kathy says, “That is when my 
why changed. Before that, my why was to 
help people become healthy. That still is 
my why, but now I really love employing 
people. I have an avenue for people to 
have a job and make money.” 

When she first brought home dōTERRA, 
her husband Rick thought she was giving 
him snake oil. Rick says, “I saw that they 
seemed to improve things, but I still 
needed the science behind them to really 
convince me that they worked.” It wasn’t 
until he went to convention and heard  
Dr. Robert Pappas’s presentation analyzing 
scientific proof of the oils effectiveness 
that he was persuaded. Now, he 
contributes to growing Kathy’s business. 

Kathy says, “He’s an excellent resource 
to help me make decisions, because he’s 
not as emotional. He helps me keep it in 
balance.” Rick says, “When a new person 
signs up, it’s a question of what strategy 
we should use in deciding where to place 
them. she looks at it from a subjective, 
emotional point of view, and I look at it 
from an objective, business point of view. 

Balancing those two different viewpoints 
makes all the difference.” 

As Rick has tried to learn the back office 
and the compensation plan, he’s seen 
that it’s often something not everyone 
understands. He says, “even Premiers 
or silvers sometimes forget the strategy 
that is involved in taking advantage of 
the compensation plan. Kathy often 

tutors them and reminds them of the 
benefits that they can receive.” 

Kathy knows it’s important to mentor her  
team. she calls them every day and makes  
herself available for their phone calls as 
well. she says, “Hopefully they don’t have 
to learn from the school of hard knocks 
like we did. I love them all. I’m just so 
excited about working with them.”  

The Hunsakers have seen dōTERRA 
make a difference in their lives that 
nothing else has to date. Kathy says, 
“Rick has been a vice president and 
I’ve been an owner of companies, and 
we’ve never had the self-development 
that dōTERRA has offered us. No matter 
what you’re dealing with, dōTERRA can 
help you with all aspects of your life.”

Make a game plan. 
Have your goals in mind. 
Create a vision board and 
don’t give up. You have to 
find a least four people 
and help them get to at 
least silver. 

Identify people. 
Put them in a proper 
category. Don’t try to make 
them into something they 
aren’t. Determine if people 
are account holders, oil 
users, sharers, builders, or 
leaders.

Communicate. 
It makes a big difference to 
have good communication 
with your team. evaluate 
them without pressuring 
them. find out what their 
needs and goals are.  

Don’t reinvent the 
wheel. 
People have already 
perfected this method to 
make sure anyone can be 
successful if they follow 
the simple, daily tasks and 
really care about people.  

Rick & Kathy Hunsaker
LAS vEgAS, NEvADA, USA
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Health  
in Every 
aspect

 “Kathy puts her whole heart into whatever she 
does. I knew when she started dōTERRA that 
whatever she did she would do it 100 percent,  
and she would make it work.” – Rick 

How to ReacH DiamonD:
NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND

“All of our children 
have joined us in the 
business. It’s been a 
joy...The whole family 
is involved and it feels 
like a family business 
now. We’re really 
thankful that dōTERRA 
has given us this 
opportunity.” –Kathy 

http://joy...The
http://www.doterra.com
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A t first, Priscilla Messmer decided to 
not worry about hitting Diamond  

by the 2013 convention. she thought 
it would be better to be recognized as 
Diamond together with her downline 
leaders at the next convention. But her 
upline, Lori Davis, told her, “You need 
to be Diamond now so that you can 
be a leader and bring your other team 
members up with you.” 

Priscilla discovered it did make 
a difference to be recognized as 
Diamond at convention. “It sets you 
apart in a nice way. It made a difference 
with how my team recognizes me. I 
feel more like a leader because I’m 
Diamond and the other Diamonds 
recognized me as a part of their 
leadership group.” she has seen that 
it’s easier to lift her team up if she is 
first at a higher point. “Now I can use 
that knowledge that I have gained to 
help bring my team to where I’m at.” 

She was introduced to dōTERRA 
through her work as a nurse, taking 
care of mothers and infants after birth. 
she walked into a patient’s room and 

was immediately impressed by how 
good it smelled. That patient was Lori 
Davis’s daughter, who directed Priscilla 
to her mother to find out more about 
essential oils. Lori invited Priscilla to 
events and introduced her to the oils. 
Priscilla shared the oils with many of 
the other nurses she worked with and 
saw immediate results. 

In her past experience with network 
marketing, she had always been her 
own best customer. “When I signed up 
with dōTERRA, I thought it would be the 
same. But with dōTERRA, the ball was 
already in motion and all I had to do 
was keep it going.” Priscilla discovered 
she already knew many people who 
were interested in both the dōTERRA 
products and business, and it just kept 
going from there. 

for a long time, Priscilla was reluctant 
to get involved in the business because 
she already had a profession that she  
enjoyed. Now, she can see that because  
of dōTERRA, her world has opened 
up. “There’s no way as a nurse that I 
could ever be making as much money 
as I am with dōTERRA. I love being a 
nurse because I’m helping people and 
it carries right over to dōTERRA. I’m 
making a difference in people’s lives, 
with even more financial benefits.” 

Priscilla knows she could never have 
done any of it without her team. “They 
are the ones who are going out there, 
introducing it to new people, and 
following up with their team. When 
you have that duplication, that really is 
what drives it. There’s no way I could be 
doing this on my own.”  

“I think the difference is when you reach out to everybody in your group.  
I don’t know everybody in my group, but I still want to be that person they can 

come to.  I want to stay connected to them.”

Support your 
whole team. 
Don’t stop at the 
seventh level.

Offer ways to 
stay in contact 
with everyone: 
Facebook, phone 
calls, webinars, 
etc.

Make promotions 
and other special 
offers available to 
the whole team. 

Don’t leave it to 
your upline. Your 
team can benefit 
from you. 

How to be recognized as a leader

Jerry & Priscilla Messmer
LAS vEgAS, NEvADA, USA 
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bring your   

Team
with you

“i could not have done it without my husband. He has truly been my 
best support. He has allowed me to keep going, he encourages me, and 

he helps me share. Having his support has been the best thing.” 

“dōTERRA gives me hope 
in my life.”

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND

 Keep sharing the oils and develop testimonials from 
you and from other people. What that does is really confirm 
in your heart that you’re on the right track and you’re doing 
the right thing. Just keep going a little bit at a time. You’re a 
part of something big, something incredible, and something 
that truly is benefitting so many people. 

http://www.doterra.com
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Judy Cruden enrolled so many 
people when she first signed up with 

dōTERRA that she won second grand 
prize for the incentive trip that year. 
she says, “But I didn’t have any leaders, 
because I refused to talk about the 
business in my classes. That was holding 
me back.” 

at the time, Judy was running her own 
tax firm. She was successful at it, but 

she didn’t enjoy it. she hoped she could 
earn an income from dōTERRA that 
would replace her tax business and 
still allow her to support her family. 
“When I saw that I could replace that 
income, I knew I was going to do it as a 
business, but I didn’t want people to see 
me as the oil lady. I had a perception 
issue; I had this block within myself. It 
took me two years and two complete 
restructurings of my organization before 
I realized what I was missing.” 

she reached a point where she was 
either going to have to reach a certain 
level of compensation, or quit dōTERRA 
and go back to her tax firm. She started 
receiving mentoring from her upline 
allyse sedivy and saw that she had to 
introduce the business opportunity in 

her classes if she wanted to grow. she 
did her research and came up with 
a one-minute speech that she was 
comfortable saying at the end of every 
class. “It has literally changed everything 
for me. We have so many builders now. 
my business has grown exponentially 
since then.” 

Now, Judy teaches her team to find 
their builders from the beginning. she 
has them make up a list of people and 
divide it into two: on one side they list 
people they want to share oils with, and 
on the other side the people who might 
be interested in the business. “If there 
are people that you enjoy being with, 
that would be fun to do the business 
with, or that you know need financial 
healing, then approach them first. At 

least find one or two builders before you 
start attacking the other list.”

she has learned that she can’t make 
people want to do the business, but she 
can find people who need the financial 
benefits dōTERRA can bring. “I can’t want 
it for someone more than they want it 
for themselves. I will be their biggest 
cheerleader, I will be their biggest 
support, and I will pick them up when 
they just can’t go any further, but I can’t 
do it for them.”

In the end, Judy is grateful that she never 
gave up. “It doesn’t matter that someone 
else got there before we did. What 
matters is that we keep doing those 
regular habits that keep us moving 
forward. Keep chasing that dream.  
The only people that aren’t successful 
are the people that give up.”

How Judy introduces tHe business opportunity to 
tHese tHree kinds of people:  

oIl users: People who come to learn about 
essential oils as an effective, less-expensive way to 
take care of their family.     

sHarers: People who are thinking of everyone who 
could use the oils.  

BusIness BuIlders: People who want to do what 
they see the IPCs doing, or who need financial healing 
in their lives. 

“If you’re interested in learning how to share or in learning about the business 
opportunity, please come talk to me afterward. But, what I love about dōTERRA 
is they love everybody equally whether you are using the product for yourself, 
sharing it with others, or applying the business opportunity. dōTERRA’s mission 
is to help one family at a time.”  

we BasICally Have tHree kInds of people wHo 
Come to our Classes:

2
1

3

“It’s important to plant that seed and 
let people know that there is an option 
to do dōTERRA as a business. Before, 
I was waiting for them to come to me, 
and I had no builders. Now, I have more 
than 60 builders in my organization. 
Just planting that seed in my class has 
changed everything.” 

“my family loves d terra. we truly are a family that is a product of the product. there isn’t a 
product of d terra that we don’t use. they are involved in literally every aspect of our lives.” 

Jeff & Judy Cruden
LAS vEgAS, NEvADA, USA
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NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS
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Mark sheppard and Rani so had 
been involved in another network 

marketing essential oils company  
when they switched to dōTERRA.  
They say, “We discovered very early  
that the dōTERRA oils and other 
products are the very best. We 
also strongly felt the integrity of the 
owners and the company. We felt 
the combination of the products, the 
integrity, and the amazing support 
from all of the dōTERRA staff would 
significantly assist us in growing a very 
successful business.” 

as business partners, they are the 
biggest support for each other. They 
are both fully engaged in their business. 
“Our relationship is one of our major 
strengths. We are completely on the 
same page when it comes to our life 
and business goals. Our joint desire 
is to share dōTERRA for the benefit 

of everyone. We each have various 
strengths and weaknesses. These 
complement each other so together we 
are strong and committed.” 

Effectively sharing the products 
happens when, along with building 
good relationships, you are filling 
your schedule with continual activity. 
“Passionately share the products and be 
a walking example of how dōTERRA can 
so positively make you so much more 
healthy and energetic.” 

sharing the business becomes easier  
when you fully understand the enrollment  
process and the compensation plan. 
“Totally embrace the great benefits of 
the direct sales industry. Once you fully 
understand and love the industry, your 
confidence will flow through to others 
and they will willingly be attracted to 
you.” The difference with dōTERRA, they 

say, is anyone who applies themselves 
can reach Diamond and earn a 
significant income. 

mark and Rani say that events can be 
more successful when you have built a 
relationship with people and know their 
needs. “By knowing this, you can openly 
and with integrity inform them that the 
event will cater to their needs.” They also 
emphasize that it’s important to hold 
events weekly to produce momentum 
that will help your business grow at a 
faster rate. 

They know that reaching Diamond 
comes from filling your schedule with 
events, follow up, and leadership calls. 
set clear goals and plan the road map 
to achieve the goal. “It has to be your 
passion and purpose. If it is, you will share  
no matter where you are or what you 
are doing. It will become a way of life.” 

Mark Sheppard & Rani So
RIcHMoND, vIcToRIA, AUSTRALIA

“TImE is one of tHe most important assets, yet it can so easily be frittered away. making contact  
witH a prospect and not undertaking effective follow up is like sand passing tHrougH an 
Hourglass. it is simply a massive time waster and tHerefore a drain on business growtH.” 

“Follow up Is cRucIAl. we follow-up wHen tHe new member receives tHeir order. in addition, we 
encourage attendance at meetings to increase tHe knowledge and understanding of tHe products.” 
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NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

Speak directly to your team 
members. Never rely on 
email or other forms of 

electronic communication.

People are different and 
need different rates of 

communication. Establish 
regular communication 
that is agreed upon and 
committed to by both 

parties. 

Discussion should focus on 
motivation and support and 
focus on the agreed upon 

goals. 

Listen to the person’s needs. 

COMMUNICATING wITh yOUR TEAM

1 2 3 4

“dōTERRA has the best products that 
truly deliver results, a compensation 
plan that pays, and great support 
from dōTERRA corporate.”

http://www.doterra.com
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whAT IS A MAkE-AND-TAkE?    
A make-and-take is a hands-on activity where your 
attendees put together something they can take home with 
them to use. Recently, I held a make-and-take as part of an 
intro to essential oils class. The class attendees were able 
to put together some oil blends in roller bottles and take 
them home. It is a great way to get oils into people’s hands 
and get them using them right away. 

whAT ARE ThE bENEFITS TO A MAkE-AND-TAkE?

1 Make-and-takes are fun. People like to get involved,  
do hands-on activities, and make something useful to 

take home. 

2Make-and-takes are an extra draw to your 
presentation. I have found that people who have 

attended the class before will come again just because 
they want to do the make-and-take. They always learn 
something new, and it gets people using the oils.

3Make-and-takes are a great way to give people the 
opportunity to try new products. It introduces them to 

oils they have never used or purchased before. Hopefully, 
they will love them and begin purchasing them on their own. 

4Make-and-takes help educate people on different ways 
they can integrate the oils into their daily life.

hOw DOES ADDING A MAkE-AND-TAkE TO A  
CLASS wORk?

1 I always charge a fee for the make-and-take. Depending 
on what I’m going to make, I figure out the cost of the 

container, the cost of the oils, and the cost of the carrier 
oil. I use a breakdown of each of the oils and how much per 
drop each oil is. This helps me figure out the cost.

2 You can collect the fee ahead of time from the people 
you have invited. Collecting the fee ahead of time helps 

people commit to attending the event, but it can also be 
a lot of work. Usually, I let people pay at the class. When 
they RSVP, they let me know how many items they want to 
make so I know how many materials to have on hand.

3For the roller bottle class, I set up areas for each of the 
blends. I placed each of the oils used in the individual 

blends together along with a tent card that told them how 
many drops of each oil to put in the bottle.

4 I also provided labels for their roller bottles so that 
they will know what each one contains.

Customize your make-and-takes to the time of year. An 
allergy blend is good to offer in the summer months, and a 
cough blend is helpful during the cold and flu season. There 
are lots of roller bottle recipes available on the Internet, or 
if you have some blends that work well for you—use those! 
There are so many possibilities!

visit leigh Anne at yourhomebasedmom.com 

h O w  T O  p U T  O N  A  

Make-and-Take Class  
aDD a MAKE-AND-TAKE

By Leigh Anne Wilkes and Katie clark, IPcs and bloggers 

Adding a make-and-take to your dōTERRA educational classes or  
presentations can be both fun and profitable. A make-and-take can be its own  

class or something you add on to an existing presentation.

	Just add your favorite scent to a plain lotion or hand soap. 
There are a variety of scents that can be used. Try a few 
out to see what smells best. Wild Orange is very versatile, is 
uplifting, has great benefits, and can be paired with just about 
anything. Here are a few suggestions: 

 Wild orange + vetiver 
 Wild Orange + Peppermint 
 Peppermint + Rosemary 

  Lavender + Lemon + Wild 
Orange

 Wild Orange + Ginger

No make-and-take project would be complete without a cute 
label. The pump bottles on the left have an example of labels 
that are perfect for lotion and soap bottles.

Find editable labels and some of Katie’s favorite  
make-and-take recipes at clarkscondensed.com

	The key to the perfect 
make-and-take is keeping 
it simple enough so that 
anyone can do it. Provide 
recipes for things that 
everyone uses, like soaps and 
lotions. They will be sure to be 
a huge hit.      

http://yourhomebasedmom.com
http://clarkscondensed.com
http://www.doterra.com
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In May 2012, Leonie featherstone 
took the dive into a full-time dōTERRA 

business. she says, “I wanted to show 
my team that with an indelible why 
and a consistent action plan, you can 
achieve anything—in this case, the 
Diamond rank.” 

Then her friend and co-enroller Cath 
Rogers passed away from cancer, and 
she found an emotional reason to 
achieve Diamond in addition to her 
financial one. She decided she would 
walk the carpet at convention as the 
leader of a Diamond team in Cath’s 
honor—and she did. 

Leonie had always enjoyed network 
marketing and recognized dōTERRA as 
a sound business opportunity. “every-
thing centers around the efficacy of the 
products and educating people to gain 
the most from those products. When 
people are empowered to learn how to 
use a product and they get results, they  
continue to consume and they share 
the good news with others. This is the 
simple brilliance of our business and 
when this effective duplication process 
is combined with passion, empathy, 
and integrity—the sky is the limit.”

Leonie knows that one of the most 
important aspects of sharing dōTERRA 
with others is making it about the 

person you’re sharing with. “Take 
time to genuinely connect with each 
person, then it’s easier to tailor your 
approach in a way that has relevance 
to them. The business opportunity is 
just another product. If seen this way, 
it can take some of the fear away. We 
are simply offering people options and 
respecting their right to decide which 
one they choose.” 

This holds true throughout the process, 
whether sharing or following up. “Really  
hear what people are saying as it can help 
you answer their concerns or understand  
whether or not they are interested. 
sometimes even though people aren’t  
ready to take dōTERRA on as a business,  
they may still be interested in hosting 
a class or purchasing some oils. By 
respecting their decisions and where 
they’re at, you can often maintain a 
good relationship that could lead you 
to your next business builder.”

Leonie emphasizes that follow up is  
absolutely crucial throughout the bus- 
iness process. “I see many people spend  
countless hours and many dollars finding  
new leads, only to waste them by not  
following up on them. The same applies  
to new enrollments. New team members  
must be followed up on and nurtured 
regularly so they not only feel cared for,  
but receive the information and edu- 
cation they need to get the most value  
out of their product. When this happens,  
they continue to consume and enjoy 
the benefits of the LRP, which is the 
lynch pin to a successful business.”   

Leonie was able to successfully reach 
Diamond in the same way she reached 
elite and every level in between. she 
found her why, created an action plan, 
and went to work. she made sure to 
show emerging leaders what she did 
so they could duplicate her. “Then I 
continued to do classes, share the oils 
and the options, and the circle rolls on!” 

 ConneCt with each person who attends.

 pass tHe oIls around so people can interact with them.

 explaIn tHe relevanCe of the purity and potency of the oils.

 sHare InformatIon and success stories about the oils.

 foCus on tHe BenefIts of bringing dōTERRA into their lives.

  offer tHe optIons—the kits, the business, ongoing classes, etc.—
then let go of the outcome.

  Help people wItH tHeIr CHoICes, e.g. filling in their account 
forms, organizing dates for the next classes, etc.

 Have fun and make new friends! 

Leonie Featherstone
LABRADoR, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA  
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A ConsisTEnT    

Action
plan
 

steps to a successful event

“I proudly use the products and people often tell me they can smell 
me coming. I take that as a compliment and it’s a great conversation 
starter. I often reapply my oils. I take out my little bag regardless of 
where I am and without song and dance apply my oils. Quite often 
people will excuse themselves and ask me what I’m doing or if I am 
into ‘natural therapies.’ And the relationship begins.” 

“I have been on my own 
for 16 years and am used 

to single-handedly tackling 
business and personal 

challenges. However,  
18 months ago a wonderful 

man, Stewart, came into 
my life. While he is not 

my spouse in the formal 
sense, he is my rock. He is 

constantly encouraging me 
and supporting me.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND

http://www.doterra.com
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W hen Jim Hicks says he knew from 
the beginning that dōTERRA was a 

goldmine, his wife Lara can quickly clarify  
that he is obviously joking. “Jim was the 
biggest skeptic,” she says. “He called it 
‘snake oils’ and thought it was a total waste 
of money. It took weeks to convince him.”

It took several “coincidental” experiences 
with the oils’ effectiveness on their family 
for Jim to be convinced that they really 
worked. from there, the Hicks started 
telling everyone. Jim says, “Because we 
loved the oils, we couldn’t help but tell 
people about them.” They had always been  
passionate about helping others, as shown  
through their nonprofit Thirst Relief that  
provides clean water solutions to developing  
countries. The oils were just another way 
they could help those around them. 

“We swore we would never do the business,”       
Lara says. “We were never going to be that 
weird oil couple.” Jim says they were anti-
network marketing, but after three years 
of simply sharing the oils with people they 
knew, they one day received a $1,500 
check in the mail. Jim realized, “If we can 
get that kind of money doing nothing with 
intention, what if we were intentional?” He 
decided they were going to devote more 
time to building this business. 

Not long after that, their nonprofit lost one  
of its major donors that contributed to their  
salary. The Hicks then decided they were 
going to devote themselves to dōTERRA 
in order to be able to move to volunteer 
status with Thirst Relief. They joined 
Diamond Club with the intent of being 
Diamond at the end, and they were able 
achieve that goal in a stable way. Jim says, 
“We’ve been able to sustain that Diamond 
status every single month, which allowed us  
to return to volunteer status at the nonprofit.  
We feel like we really were the winners.” 

The Hicks have found that maximizing your  
time effectively is the key. Lara says, “You 
can spin your wheels and be really, really 
busy, but if it’s not in strategic places, then  
you’re just keeping really busy.” for example,  
instead of holding lots of little classes, she 
holds one large class that everyone can 
come to. she also makes sure to empower 
her leaders to duplicate what she does so 
they can become independent. 

Jim and Lara are grateful that through 
dōTERRA they are able to pursue their 
passion of changing the world. Lara says, 
“Because of dōTERRA, we are able to run  
after our passion for Thirst Relief. That is 
truly our calling in life, but if the finances 
weren’t there, we would have to be stressed  
about getting the funds. We don’t have to 
worry about that anymore.” Jim says, “The 
oils not only allow us to do what we do 
with Thirst Relief, but we also have a long-
term vision to take the oils to the nations.” 

“we exist to transform communities through clean water solutions. These 
are long-term sustainable solutions. We believe it’s a hand-up out of poverty 
versus a handout. Clean water is the most significant factor when it comes to 

ending extreme poverty, slave trade, the AIDS epidemic—everything stems from the issue of clean water. The sickness 
that comes from lack of access to clean water makes people vulnerable to these things. We are radically committed to 
helping end the world water crisis.” –Jim 

for $10 we can 
provide someone  
with clean water 
access for a minimum 
of 25 years. 

300,000 people have 
been served through 
our projects.

we have an ongoing 
partnership in eight 
different countries, 
and have been able 
to go into nine. 

100 percent of public 
donations go toward 
projects. 

Healing Hands 
donated $10,000 to 
thirst relief at the 
2013 convention. 

For more information visit thirstrelief.org

Jim & Lara Hicks
WESTERvILLE, oHIo, USA
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NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

“dōTERRA HAs fREED us up TO DO WHAT WE’RE TRuly 
pAssIONATE AbOuT, WHIcH Is THIRsT RElIEf, AND NOW dōTERRA 

HAs AlsO bEcOME A MAjOR pAssION fOR us.”  –Lara 

“Oil and water don’t usually mix, but they do in our family. 
The oils have managed to combine with our passion to help 
bring clean water to the world.” –Jim

http://thirstrelief.org
http://www.doterra.com
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Nick and Julie Hundley made their 
first push into the dōTERRA 

business when Natalie Goddard invited 
them to present the oils at a big spa 
in New York city. Nervous at first, Julie 
agreed to do it. she says, “I remember 
walking out of my meeting with the 
spa director, and I couldn’t wait to call 
Natalie to tell her all about it.  I told 
her, ‘It is so much fun to share these 
products. People love them!’” 

Having previously worked as a health 
counselor, Julie saw the value essential 
oils could bring to health practitioners, 
so she began to share and her teams 
grew from there. 

she found that things that needed 
to happen just happened when her 
team was united in their goal. “Our 
team members all have unique ways of 
building the business, and they have all 

been consistent and committed from 
the beginning. Because of this, we had 
four team members hit silver at the 
same time when we first hit Diamond. 
Our intentionality of where we were 
going shifted the energy. It was really 
cool to watch.” 

Julie is inspired by how well her team 
collaborates and works together to 
support each other’s growth. “I have 

Consistently build

“I HELP THE TEAM WITH PERSONAL DEvELOPMENT MENTORINg. I LIKE LISTENINg TO PEOPLE AND HELPINg 
THEM PuSH THROugH BLOCKS AND IDENTIFY THEIR MOTIvATIONS. I HELP PEOPLE SEE THE BIg PICTuRE OF 

HOW TO FIT dōTERRA INTO THEIR LIvES IN THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY.” -Nick 

 

Nick & Julie Hundley
HIgHLAND, UTAH, USA

enjoyed supporting each of them  
in the ways they’ve requested to  
help them be successful. Now they  
are all working toward new ranks,  
and it continues to be a fun and 
exciting journey.”

Julie has learned that finding the right 
team comes easier when she makes 
her own personal development a 
priority. “We attract who we’re like, 
so if you want to have a strong and 
thriving business, then you’ve got to 
be the kind of person people what to 

be around.” Nick says, “I think Julie’s 
success has come from her tenacity. 
she has stuck to it and is always 
getting better.”

most of all, Julie always tries to make 
her business about service. “I make 
sure I serve people in the way they 
are asking to be served and not how 
I think they need to be served.” she 
makes it an ongoing relationship, 
assisting people with their problems 
one at a time rather than all at once.

1Have enough IPCs to assist 
attendees enroll after the 
class. “at the end of your 

class, people tend to have a lot 
more interest than they let on, but 
may end up walking out if there 
isn’t someone there to answer 
their questions.” 

2 Listen to people’s needs. 
“Instead of simply telling 
people what to do, I ask 

questions to figure out what they 
need, help them see their options, 
and identify the enrollment 
package that will best meet their 
wants and needs.”

3 Take the necessary time. 
“I try to spend time with 
people making sure they’re 

very satisfied.”

How to more 
successfully enroll  
at the end of a class:
JULIE:
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             We are so grateful 
for dōTERRA. It provides  
us with the ability to have 
improved health, increased 
financial stability, and 
stronger relationships.  
It’s been memorable to 
take our family on business 
trips and have experiences 
together. Our kids love the 
oils and have shared with 
their friends and others how 
to use them.

–Julie 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

http://www.doterra.com
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When Heather madder’s friend, 
Natalie Goddard, gifted her with a 

kit of essential oils, Heather quickly fell in 
love. When Natalie followed up and asked 
her to get on LRP, Heather was hesitant 
but eventually agreed, thinking she would 
only do it for a few months before she 
had all the oils she wanted. “I’ve never 
skipped a month in four years,” says 
Heather. “I had no idea that that little box 
in the mail was going to change my life so 
completely.” 

Heather says she is grateful for Natalie’s 
courage and persistence. “she knew 
what I did not know—she knew this 
amazing journey, the opportunity that was 
available, and what was possible for me. 
She would not let me overlook it.” from 
Natalie’s example, Heather has learned it 
is her responsibility to share the oils with 
strength and certainty. 

Once Heather decided to participate in 
the dōTERRA business opportunity, she 
went Gold in 22 days using the network 
she had from another business. she says 
her past business experience taught her 
to be confident in the uncertainty of a 
new endeavor. “every new entrepreneur 

will go through at least six months 
of uncertainty. They will feel afraid, 
insecure, and worried about how they’re 
going to be perceived. a lot of people 
are going through that phase when they 
start doing dōTERRA, and that’s oK.” 
Heather has found that it’s important for 
new IPCs to work through those feelings 
and to keep doing the business even 
when they’re scared, tired, or unsure. 

she teaches her team to live and build 
their business in a way that is consistent 
with their happiness. “With dōTERRA, 
we’re promising a happy, healthy 
lifestyle. We as leaders have to live and 
build in a happy, healthy way so we 
can model that and be true to what we 
stand for.” 

She stresses that with dōTERRA anyone 
can create what they desire out of their 
life. she has seen that it has changed 
her life for the better. “It has opened up 
my heart. I was loving before, but I had 
no idea how much I would genuinely, 
deeply, sincerely come to love people, 
feel connected to them, and believe in 
them. I can look at somebody I have 
just met and hardly know and fiercely 
believe in them.” 

David & Heather Madder 
gILBERT, ARIzoNA, USA 

“I lOvE HOW dōTERRA DEvElOps pEOplE 
INTO THE HIgHEsT vERsION Of WHO THEy 
ARE. THAT Is WHy I’M HERE, bEcAusE I 
cAN gIvE OTHERs A pOWERful TOOl 
TO lIvE As THE HEAlTHIEsT, HAppIEsT, 
HIgHEsT vERsION Of THEMsElvEs.” 

“In the beginning, my husband 
was skeptical of the oils, but over 
time he saw the changes in me 
as a person and in our finances 
and grew to deeply respect the 
business. He’s now 100 percent 
fully supportive of my d terra 
business.” 
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A Life-changing Opportunity 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

coNNect to Your iNwarD aND outwarD suPPort sYstems
“I teach all of my leaders and builders to get really connected to their inner 
support system and create an external support system to keep grounded and 
connected to that empowering network.” 

INwARd suppoRT: spend time alone grounding yourself in positive things.

“I spend a minimum of an hour each day in meditation, prayer, visualization, 
affirmation, and positive exercise, with uplifting music. I saturate my mind, 
heart, and spirit in positive, empowering things. By the time I start my day,  
I’m at a high place of energy.”

ouTwARd suppoRT: surround yourself with empowering leaders.

“When I need extra help, I have seven to ten leaders that I can call at any 
time. They help me with my struggles and give me an encouraging word.  
If I need any help, I reach out immediately to people that I trust and that are 
confident enough to support and strengthen me.” 

http://www.doterra.com
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Working as a team means working 
with a lot of different personalities. 
“Personalities are important to keep in 
mind when you structure your team. If 
I have a person on my team who’s all 
about facts and figures, I really watch 
that I don’t put a new person under 
them who just wants to have fun 
and party. That’s been a big learning 
experience for me.” 

This teamwork environment has had a 
positive effect on cynthia’s life. “I have  
always been a loner. I’m the first person  
in my family to go to college. I grew up in  
a very unhealthy situation. I succeeded, 
but I was used to doing things on my 
own. Because of the way the dōTERRA 
compensation plan is set up, you 
have to develop teamwork, and I have 
learned that for the first time in my life. 
We have to do it together to succeed.”  

W hen Cynthia maguire decided 
to build her dōTERRA business, 

she took one look at the compensation 
plan and saw that she needed three 
leaders. “That was my main goal,” she 
says. “I started thinking of the three 
people I knew that had influence, that 
really needed the extra money, and that 
were outgoing. I tracked down three 
professionals that I knew and I said, 
‘I have just gotten into this amazing 
business, you have to do this with me.’ 
That was my approach.” 

cynthia felt it was important to find her 
leaders before she did anything else, 

and she has taught her downline to 
do the same. “a lot of people go out 
with a shotgun approach and just get 
everybody in. This results in 40 people 
on the topline. Instead, I’ve taught my 
team to hold back a little and get your 
leaders first.” 

Tahna Lee first introduced cynthia 
to dōTERRA, and for several months 
persistently contacted her until she 
agreed to give dōTERRA essential oils  
a try in her natural pathology practice.  
“I started using them on my clients and  
I got really phenomenal results.” she 
found the oils to be simpler and easier 

to share than the products she had 
used before, and she quickly saw how 
duplicable dōTERRA could be as a 
business. 

Having worked with a network 
marketing company before, Cynthia 
saw a big difference in the dōTERRA 
compensation plan. “I love the way they 
pay you more the deeper you go. It’s 
the total opposite of the other company 
I worked with. They paid you more the 
closer you kept your people, but that 
doesn’t help build a team. dōTERRA has 
such an amazing compensation plan 
because it fosters teamwork.” 

StepS to Reaching 
DiamonD:

James & Cynthia Maguire  
coLoRADo SPRINgS, coLoRADo, USA

“I am so grateful for the way dōTERRA has structured their 
compensation plan because it fosters teamwork. It works because 

people get excited when you’re building under them. Leaders can team 
up together with their downline and say, ‘OK, let’s recruit together.’” 

“my husband has been a tremendous 
support. I wasn’t married when I got 
into dōTERRA, and I introduced an 
acupuncturist into the business right away. 
Through the process of getting to know 
each other, this acupuncturist and I ended 
up getting married.” 
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fostering Teamwork

1mentor your leaders. “I started 
mentoring my leaders as soon as 
I brought them on. I trained them 

weekly and also talked to them regularly, 
to make sure they were contacting and 
holding classes.” 

2 teach a lot of classes. “I taught 
a ton. I was doing one to two 
classes a week sometimes, 

and sometimes it would only be for two 
or three people, but I still held it. If one 
person showed up, I was there.”

3 Never stop looking for 
leaders. “Whenever I’d find a 
good leader, I would plug them 

in underneath. Instead of spreading 
people out all over the place, I would 
tell my leader, ‘Ok, I’m going to build 
this one leg for you, and you’re going to 
build the other two.’ It gets them excited 
and they feel supported. Also, if for 
some reason your leader decides to drop 
out, then you’ve got the assurance of 
another leg that you can make rank on.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

http://www.doterra.com
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whAT IS A DRUG CLAIM? 

A drug claim is a statement that is intended to diagnose, 
treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

A quick way to clarify this is to consider whether the 
condition is something you would either take medicine for 
or see a doctor for. Helping a normal body function improve 
is not a drug claim. Picture a vertical line with “sick” on the 
left side and “well” on the right. 

 

whAT AGENCIES GOvERN CLAIMS? 

There are two agencies that govern claims made about our 
products:  

■	 FDA (Food and Drug Administration)

■	 FTC (Federal Trade Commission)

The FDA governs the substantive claims permissible about 
nutritional supplements. In other words, what you can say. 
The FTC governs advertising or financial claims. Their focus 
is on whether the advertising is honest. In other words, is 
what you say true or is it misleading? 

The FDA prohibits drug claims about any product except 
those who have obtained drug approval through the FDA—
prescriptions or over the counter (OTC) medicines. You may 
have a claim that is true, and thus will satisfy the FTC, but if it 
is a drug claim about a nutritional supplement, the FDA will 
not allow you to make the claim regardless of whether it is 
true or not. 

 

whAT AbOUT My RIGhT TO FREE SpEECh UNDER 
ThE FIRST AMENDMENT?

You do have a right of free speech under the First 
Amendment.  However, that right can be limited if you are 
involved in commercial speech. Commercial speech means 
you are making a statement in order to sell something 
as opposed to making the statement merely to educate 
or to comment. If you use a trademark (like dōTERRA or 
Deep Blue) in connection with your statement, it is a good 
indication that your purpose is to sell the trademarked 
product, and you will be held to the standard of the FDA.

The fact that the statement is true does not matter. The FDA 
looks to regulate drug claims, not false statements. Even if 
the statement is true, you cannot make it if it is intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. The same is 
true for a personal testimony. If the personal testimony is a 
drug claim, the fact that it happened to you personally does 
not allow you to get around the rule.

 

ARE ThERE ThINGS I CAN SAy AbOUT ThE pRODUCT 
IN RELATION TO hEALTh?

The Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (DSHEA) 
of 1994 created a new category of claims titled structure/
function claims.  Structure/function claims strengthen or 
benefit the structure or function of the body—a normal or 
non-sick body.   

For example:

“treats insomnia” is a drug claim because insomnia is a 
disease. 

“Helps you sleep better” is a structure/function claim 
because normal individuals can need better sleep.

“treats bronchitis” is a drug claim because bronchitis is a 
disease.

“Helps maintain good breathing” is structure/function claim 
because normal individuals can still receive help to improve 
breathing even though they may not be sick.

a legal Q&a: claims

LEgAL fAQs

the legal department of the dōterra corporate office answers questions  
about drug claims. 

sick
a good rule of thumb is to ask yourself if the 
statement takes a person from the sick side 
to the well side. If so, it is a drug claim.

well

http://www.doterra.com
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Seth Risenmay was first attracted 
to dōTERRA by the generosity and 

stability of its compensation plan. Having 
had experience with another network 
marketing company that sold his software 
products, seth was familiar with other 
compensation plans available and saw 
that dōTERRA was different. He knew that 
dōTERRA could fulfill his dream of residual 
income, allowing him to financially support 
his family. It wasn’t until later that he found 
a cause for sharing essential oils.

He was at the funeral of a close 
friend’s brother who had died from a 
pharmaceutical drug overdose. In a 
family of five children, almost all were or 
had been dependent on pharmaceutical 
drugs. seth looked at the mother of these 
children and decided he needed to help. 

seth visited this mother’s home and showed  
her how to use essential oils. He says, 
“When she was going through the book 
she said, ‘This is so empowering. Could 
you imagine the difference this would 
have made if I had had this as a young 
mother?’” as seth drove back home, all 
he could think about was the difference 
essential oils could make in the lives of 
parents everywhere. He knew this was a 
cause he could get behind, and from then 
on fully committed himself to growing his 
dōTERRA business. 

as seth began to reach for the rank of 
Diamond, he soon realized there is a big 
difference between reaching the Diamond 

1 preparation—Set goals, create a names list, watch training videos, and get equipped with resources for teaching classes.
 

 

2 Building—Schedule dates and host classes in your home. “At this point, if they’ve committed, I will get with that person and show 
them how to teach a proper class. I go through it with them until they feel confident. I start to team-teach classes with them until I 

eventually let them loose.”   

3  duplication—If they create and contact a list of at least 100 people and put 35 people in front of a presentation, they will find three 
or four committed leaders from those people. Then the process begins again with those new leaders.  

rank and being a Diamond. He says, 
“Hitting the rank means you have a 
whole bunch of volume hitting the  
right spots at any given month, but is 
that long-lasting residual income? Did 
you create a massive network of people 
that are purchasing at levels that are 
going to keep you at the rank, or did  
you just sign up a bunch of people for 
a one-time hit?”  as the provider of a 
family, he knew he was building his 

business for the long-term and that 
it was important to not just hit the 
Diamond rank, but to have a Diamond 
organization. 

While building this organization,  
seth established a method he calls 
“developing leadership depth,” which 
means he will train and duplicate 
himself as many levels down into his 
organization as it takes to create a 

strong leadership structure. “as long  
as I can see that there’s leadership 
there, then I just keep driving it down 
because it builds a whole bunch of fire 
under everybody else.” 

In the end, he and his wife Jenny are 
grateful for all they’ve received because 
of dōTERRA. Jenny says, “dōTERRA has 
been a huge blessing for us financially, 
emotionally, physically—in every way.” 

Seth & Jenny Risenmay
PRovo, UTAH, USA
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a Cause and a Dream 

“I’ve always been very into the oils, but I’m not at all a business  
person. we’re totally opposite in that regard. we balance each other.  

I do the oils and he does the business.” –Jenny 

ThE 3 phAsEs oF businEss:

“There are two motivations: the cause and the dream. A lot of people 
just focus on one or the other, but when you have both a worthy 
dream and a worthy cause that come together, you have this amazing 
momentum that is built.” –Seth 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS
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Sam & Melissa Taeu
HAUULA, HAWAII, USA

Sam and melisa Taeu would compare 
a successful dōTERRA business 

to a team of rowers on a big, ancient 
ship. sam says, “everybody has to be 
in sync, rowing at the same time, and it 
just picks up speed and goes faster and 
faster.” If everyone is growing together, 
the momentum will build until you reach 
your destination. 

When the Taeus first discovered 
dōTERRA, they had already committed 
to another network marketing company 
with melissa’s sister, Kallie Wilson. 
melissa says, “Then we started using 
the oils and right off the bat they were 
amazing. The experiences we had were 

just life-changing. It was a no-brainer: 
stop doing the other company, we’re 
going to do dōTERRA.” 

from the beginning, the Taeus decided 
they were reaching for the rank of 
Presidential Diamond. sam says, 
“Diamond just happened to be on the 
way. It’s a good place to take a pit stop, a 
breather, and then press forward.” 

When they started their business, they 
knew it was vital to find driven leaders 
who would work with them to reach 
their goals. They wrote lists of everyone 
they knew and started sharing. melissa 
says, “When people have a powerful 

experience, they have the desire to do 
what we do.” By helping people have 
those experiences, they were able to 
find their business partners. 

as they made the goal to achieve 
Diamond, they broke it down into its 
simplest parts and focused on who 
they had in place in their organization 
and where they had gaps. sam says, 
“our efforts were focused more toward 
those missing gaps to ensure that the 
leaders were mentoring, providing, 
and nurturing those that are in place.” 
The Taeus made sure that when they 
advanced in rank, so did everyone else. 
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a Cumulative EFFoRT

A TEAM FOCUS FOR DIAMOND: 

They held weekly mentoring calls 
that were duplicated throughout the 
organization. They made sure these 
calls were focused not only on the 
business, but on each individual as a 
whole. sam says, “If for some reason 
during the allotted time they are 
stressed because of children, financial 
struggles, or whatever else, they can’t 
focus on the business because there’s 
a block. There’s a strain there that we 
want to address to help them resolve 
and overcome their problem and allow 
dōTERRA as a business to once again 
flourish in their lives.” 

most of all the Taeus would tell anyone 
just starting their dōTERRA business 
to have fun. sam says, “The product is 
great, the business is great, you’re part 
of a company that’s just legitimate. You 
have nothing to be afraid of. find those 
opportunities to serve others and be 
ready because they’re going to come.” 

“it’s a cumulative effort 
that has allowed us to be 
where we’re at. it’s not 
about us and what we’ve 
done, it’s about turning 
our success around and 
building relationships 
and strengthening those 
within our team.” –Sam 

“We have our roles. I am the recruIter and teacher. sam Is more of the busIness 
strategy and numbers guy. together We make the perfect team. on our oWn We  

Would be lackIng a lot, but together We do It all.”  – melissa 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

 Set the goal.

 Break it down into smaller ranks.

  Focus on those smaller ranks and build 
relationships with them.

  Make sure everyone has the resources and 
tools they need to be successful.

http://www.doterra.com
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One key to Kenny anderson’s success 
has been making a point of aligning 

with leaders who he felt confident had the 
caliber to achieve Presidential Diamond. 
He says, “most of my leaders have already 
been financially successful in their lives, 
and they saw an opportunity of deeper 
magnitude behind dōTERRA. They saw 
the opportunity to serve and add value to 
others’ lives, and that is what has inspired 
and encouraged them.”

Kenny already had several businesses when  
he started dōTERRA, but felt he could use 
it as a vehicle to incorporate and promote 
the things he was already doing. Through 
his other business ventures, he had 
several international contacts that he was 
able to reach out to about the dōTERRA 
opportunity. “almost instantly, every 
single contact that I had in each country 
responded to the opportunity to be a part 
of it. That just began to snowball.”  

He says, “We started international right off  
the bat.” His first few team members were  
from Hong Kong, Korea, mexico, and europe. His wife, Rebecca, quickly became the 

product expert at home. When their 
good friend first introduced them to the 
essential oils, the andersons somewhat 
reluctantly agreed to give them a try.  
Rebecca soon found that these products  
were effective. Kenny came to realize that  
dōTERRA was a threefold opportunity— 
a business, a product, and a company. 

In the company, the andersons have 
been impressed with how helpful the 

executives have been with their team. 
Kenny says, “They’ve been good about 
meeting with key leaders that I’ve had 
come from other countries. They’ve 
helped to support and create the vision 
of the dōTERRA opportunity globally.” 

Having reached his initial goal of 
achieving Diamond in six months, Kenny 
now looks to the future of achieving 
Presidential Diamond in less than two 
years. He says he reaches his rank 

goals by focusing on the goals of his 
team. “I talk to every single one of my 
leaders at least weekly. It’s a constant 
review of their goals and purposes. It’s 
about identifying what it is that they 
want to accomplish, following up every 
week to see how it’s coming along, and 
understanding what I can do to help 
them get there. If you help people get to 
where they want to go, success is going 
to be a natural byproduct.” 

Kenny & Rebecca Anderson
HIgHLAND, UTAH, USA

“A really cool part about using essential 
oils in our home is that I don’t feel like I 
sat down with any of my kids and said, 
‘listen, this is what you need to do for 
this or for that.’ I think over this past 
year they have just watched. They’ve 
experienced things on their own. They 
want to and know how to use the 
different products.”  –Rebecca 
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International Leadership

look FoR somEoNE who:
1. Can see the big picture of what dōTERRA can do.
2. Takes ownership and responsibility and doesn’t give excuses.
3. Has integrity.
4. Has high energy and high capacity.
5. Works well with people.
6. Is organized.

    eacH one of my leaders sHares 
a very common denominator and it 
is tHat eacH one Has a far greater 
purpose tHan money beHind wHy tHey 
do dōterra. tHey eacH Have a very 
strong desire to contribute to tHe 
benefit of otHers.          –Kenny  

ATTRIbUTES OF A GOOD LEADERNEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS
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Nick & Jeanette Fransen
cARLSBAD, cALIfoRNIA, USA

As a natural pathologist, Jeanette 
fransen was already heavily 

involved in helping others when she 
was introduced to dōTERRA essential 
oils. As she gradually began to offer 
the oils to her clients, she found the 
oils to be effective and less expensive 
than the products she would normally 
provide. Before long, she had all her 
clients using dōTERRA products. She 
essentially put herself out of business.  

she says, “I wanted to help even more  
people than I already was, and dōTERRA  
has been a perfect way for me to do  
that. I can touch that many more people  
that much quicker through the ripple 
effect of a dōTERRA business rather 
than just one client at a time.”  

Once Jeanette decided she was going 
to build her dōTERRA business, it was 
easy to get her sisters, and eventually 
her mom, involved. In fact, her entire 
frontline is family. she says, “We work as 
a team even though we have our own 
accounts. all of us help each other out.”

Jeanette will often help teach classes for 
her sisters’ teams while they do more 
of the follow-up. If at any time they can’t 
do something on their own, they know 
their family will be willing to take care of 

it for them. “I think it’s so much easier 
to work like that. I really think that’s why 
I was able to build to Diamond in eight 
months from scratch.” 

Though she had little experience 
with essential oils before dōTERRA, 
Jeanette has been able to integrate her 
knowledge of health and nutrition into 
her new business. “I always incorporate 
nutrition, exercise, breathing, etc., 
into my classes. It’s important for us 
to realize that the oils will work more 

quickly and more effectively if you have 
a healthier body that you’re putting 
them into.” 

most of all, she is grateful for the 
opportunity she has to help as many 
people as she can. “I don’t think I 
could do any other network marketing 
company that wasn’t involved in 
helping people, because that really is 
my number one motivator. dōTERRA is 
going to make a huge difference in the 
amount of lives I can touch.” 

be confident Learn the  
business plan

Start sharing Don’t think you  
have to be an expert
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“I wasn’t trained 
on this. I just share 
my experiences and 
people use those 
experiences until 
they have their 
own. If they’re 
using the oils 
every day, they 
will have their own 
experiences.” 

“I think where you’re coming 
from makes a big difference 
when sharing dōTERRA. When 
we truly want to help people and 
the business is secondary, that 
shows through.” 

mORe 
lIvEs 

TO 
ToUcH 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND

people sometimes say to me, ‘i’m not a natural pathologist, i can’t do this.’ 
the truth is you don’t have to be an expert to start sharing essential oils because 

you have expert knowledge available to you.

bUSINESS TIpS FOR bEGINNERS:

http://www.doterra.com
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Monica Goodsell discovered early 
on that she had to focus on 

personal development if she wanted her 
dōTERRA business to grow. She says, 
“Before dōTERRA, I had been a boss. I 
quickly learned that I couldn’t be a boss 
anymore. I needed to be inspiring. I 
needed to be friends with my leaders.”

after hitting a roadblock in her business, 
she went to her upline, marc Garrett, 
for coaching. “He asked me if he were 
to call my topline leaders and ask them 
if I was their friend apart from dōTERRA, 
what would the answer be? Thinking 
about the question, I realized I didn’t like 

the answer. He said, ‘Well, it looks like 
you have some work to do.’ I really had 
to work on learning how to build that 
relationship genuinely instead of with 
expectations of what they’re going to do 
with dōTERRA. When I got that down, it 
made a huge difference in my growth.” 

When Jen garrett first introduced 
Monica to the dōTERRA essential oils, 
monica was immediately converted. 
she bought a kit and came home and 
told Louis she was going to start using 
dōTERRA. Louis laughed, but before 
long had experiences with the oils that 
converted him too. That year, monica 

lost her job and then decided to commit 
to the business and participated in 
Diamond Club. 

With the Garretts’ help, monica has 
learned to focus on friendship in her 
business. she encourages her team to 
introduce dōTERRA by getting friends 
together over coffee or lunch instead of  
having a huge class. “That way you have 
the opportunity on a smaller basis to 
answer more personable questions and  
start working on building that friendship.” 

monica knows that the success that 
she’s had has come from knowing her 

hAvE A clEAR puRposE. “I feel that is a driving force to be 
able to have the motivation to move forward.”

BuIld RElATIoNshIps wITh youR TEAm. “Build these 
relationships on a genuine level, so that you would be friends 
with or without dōTERRA. When you can do that, you can 
help people learn how to dream.”

doN’T gIvE up. “You’re approached with different lessons in 
life and each lesson that’s put in front of us is there for us to 
grow and move to the next level. In this business, you will learn 
a ton about yourself and be able to achieve things you never 
thought possible.” 

BE gRATEFul FoR whERE you’RE AT. “Say you can be 
happy and move forward through your day happy, because 
that really projects and other people will feel it from you.” 

purpose. she says, “my driving force is 
to be able to help someone find within 
themselves what they need to do to be 
able to achieve their goals. That’s what I 
like about this business—that’s my trigger, 
more than the oils.” 

she has seen that it’s hard for people to  
allow themselves to make big goals. “People  
have a hard time dreaming. sometimes 
they say, ‘I want to help people,’ so I help 
them get very specific on how they want 
to help people. I try to make it so they 
can taste, feel, smell, and think about 
their actual purpose in a clear way. That’s 
what’s going to help drive them forward.”

“I interact with a lot of the men who have 
wives in the leadership role. I can get 
through to them because I relate to where 
they’re at. They’re in the same position I 
am: working 40 hours a week while trying 
to support their wives. This business has its 
ups and downs, but where I am now I can 
see it has more ups.” – Louis 

“in order to grow, i had to look 
at my habits and myself. i had 
to look at what i wanted and 
how i wanted people to treat 
me and perceive me. i had to 
change so that i was perceived 
in a leadership role, but with 
love at the same time. i needed 
to switch things so that i 
could build the relationships 
that would make my business 
strong. my leaders needed to 
know that i cared about them 
outside of dōterra.”  – Monica 

Louis Fuislier & Monica goodsell 
gLENWooD SPRINgS, coLoRADo, USA
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A Friendship Business

inspiration for your business

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

1
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Consultants are able to edit their standing Loyalty Rewards 
order at any point up until midnight of the day prior to the 
processing date. The order will process in the early morning 
of the set date and we will not be able to make changes.  
We have a generous return policy for an unwanted items  
or orders. 

Your first Loyalty Rewards order will ship in the month 
following your enrollment. 

dōterratools.com has a lot of helpful information including 
training materials, presentations, forms, product imagery, 
and much more.

Our Live Chat option is available on the right side of the 
screen anywhere in our Online Shopping Environment. 
Simply click the button that says “Live Chat is Online” and 
chat with one of our Member Services agents. 

The standard time frame is five to seven business days; 
however, it is not uncommon for IPCs to get their orders in 
three business days.

In the past, consultants have contacted Member Services  
to place a separate points order over the phone. Not only 
does shopping online eliminate the need to contact  
Member Services, it also allows you to apply your points 
to any existing order. This allows you to save money while 
placing standard orders. The call center does not have the 
ability to combine points with paid items on an order— 
you can only do this online. 

member services FAQs

ms fAQs

when ipcs call into dōterra, member services is there to help them with their questions 
or concerns. Here are some of the most frequently asked questions they receive:

1

6

4

3

2
5

AT whAT pOINT CAN I ChANGE My 
MONThLy ORDER? 

whEN wILL My FIRST LOyALTy REwARDS  
ORDER ShIp? 

whAT INFORMATION CAN bE FOUND ON 
dōTERRATOOLS.COM? 

hOw DO I GET IN CONTACT wITh dōTERRA qUICkLy 
IF I DON’T wANT TO wAIT ON ThE phONE?

whAT IS OUR STANDARD ShIppING TIMEFRAME FOR 
A CONSULTANT ORDER?

whAT ARE ThE bENEFITS OF ShOppING 
ONLINE OR USING pOINTS ONLINE?

http://dōterratools.com
http://dōterratools.com
http://www.doterra.com
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she learned quickly that continuous 
interaction is important. “Lately, I have 
had enrollments with people that I have 
talked to since the beginning.” It took them  
several years, but now they’ve decided  
they are ready. No matter what the  
response, she feels it is her responsibility  
to make sure everyone knows about 

dōTERRA. She says, “I can’t not share 
this. I have an obligation to share this. 
This has blessed my life tremendously.” 

for Debbie, educating others about 
what the products can do for them  
and their families is more important 
than anything else. In each of her 

classes, she makes sure that even if  
her attendees don’t buy any products, 
they always leave with an instructional 
book. “I make a great effort to educate 
them and show them how to be self-
reliant in using these products with  
their families.” 

by the time Debbie Gordon found 
dōTERRA, she had already been 

searching for quality essential oils for 
20 years. a good friend she had met in 
her nursing career had introduced her 
to essential oils. Debbie immediately 
wanted them, but never found out 
where to get them. “I honestly searched 
high and low for 20 years. I bought oils 
from the health food store, and I didn’t 
receive results.”

Then in 2010, Debbie was attending a 
nursing conference and found Peggy 
Smith at a dōTERRA exhibit table during 
the event. she gave Peggy her contact 
information and got a call that week. 
Debbie told her, “I’ve been searching 

for this information for years. How soon 
can you do a class for me?” 

Debbie was able to arrange a class for 
Peggy with eight other women present. 

“We barraged her with questions for 
three hours. she never really did get 
to her presentation.” They all enrolled 
that night. When Debbie got a check 
in the mail that next week, she had no 
idea where it had come from. she called 
Peggy and for the first time started 
learning about the compensation plan. 

as Debbie naturally began to share, 
she saw that everyone she shared the 
oils with got results. she says, “It wasn’t 
really about the business. I became 
cause-driven. If I never made Diamond 
in dōTERRA, I would still share it.” She 
started to share with everyone in her 
circle of influence, including her clients 
as a birth-worker. 

HOW TO gET THE MOST OuT OF DIAMOND CLuB

Jay & Debbie gordon
DRAPER, UTAH, USA 

“I ask my birthing clients what aromas they would like to be diffused in the labor room. I often pull out my oils and let them smell to 
determine which ones they prefer. I allow them to fall in love with the oils. I am very careful to not push or diagnose them. Very often, I open 

the book with them and ask which oil jumps out for them.” 
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   Driven by the cause

1 Find out who your big players are. “go to your team 
and find out who wants to move ahead. Those who 
say no are giving you a gift by saying, ‘Not now.’ 

Those who say yes, that’s who you work with. Then it’s not 
only for you, but for them.” 

2 Focus on three or four people, no more. “The first 
time I did Diamond Club, I helped everyone on my 
team who wanted to hold a class, and I taught every 

single one. I never increased in rank. This year, I decided 
my strategy needed to change drastically. My team had to 
get their people to my events, not the other way around. I 
streamlined my efforts.”    

3 Train and support your three leaders. “groom them 
and help them to be good event planners and hosts. 
Help them learn how to get the word out and get 

people to their events. Then go back to each one of them 
twice during that Diamond Club period.”  

4 don’t quit! “I know it’s intense. On those days when 
you feel like quitting, on those days when you feel 
like you can’t go on, and on those days when it’s 

completely horrible, pick up and keep going.”  

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

“I couldn’t do it without 
my husband’s support. 

He has been my support 
throughout my nursing 
career, throughout my 

birthing career, and 
throughout dōTERRA—
and that’s a hard job.”

http://www.doterra.com
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Benjamin & Stephanie Howells-Scoville
INDIo, cALIfoRNIA, USA

“In dōTERRA, you can fulfill 
your dreams just by helping 
other people.” –Stephanie 

Stephanie Howells-scoville knows that 
succeeding at dōTERRA requires a 

vision for the future. She says, “for the 
first couple of years you work really  
hard without much return. You have  
to see past that and say, ‘I’m putting 
forth this effort now for the stuff that’s 
going to come later.’” after a lot of  
consistent effort, the business will  
begin to snowball. 

after a few good experiences with 
the oils, stephanie and her husband 
Benjamin were both eager to learn 

more. They were willing to let their 
upline hold several classes in their  
home and buy as many oils as they 
could, but they weren’t interested in  
the business until checks started 
appearing in the mail. stephanie says, 
“In the beginning, my why was ‘why not?’ 
We kept getting these fast Start checks, 
and we were sharing the oils anyway—
might as well do it.” 

Before they knew it, they were silver 
and were able to attend leadership 
retreat and participate in Diamond 
Club. stephanie says, “after those 
experiences, we knew what it took to be 
successful with our business, and that is 
consistency and persistence.”

They were fortunate enough to attract 
skilled, motivated leaders to their team. 
“We have self-learners on our team. 
I think the most we do for our team 
is to help them implement ideas that 
they have and inspire them to believe 
they can get there,” explains stephanie. 
Because Benjamin and stephanie 
always believe in their team, their team 
has been able to rely on that belief until 
they gain it for themselves. 

Benjamin and stephanie’s main goal is 
to have their frontline leaders be able to 
duplicate everything they do. stephanie 
says, “We don’t want to be put on a 
pedestal or be seen as the experts. We 
want our leaders to be seen as leaders 

to their frontline. We let them take their 
leadership role, and we’re fine being in 
the background.” 

They also know that they never could’ve 
done without the support of family and 
friends. “my parents, particularly, have 
been so supportive,” says stephanie. 

“They believed in us from the beginning 
and it was a huge motivator for us. They 
were always cheering us on.” 

after all their hard work, they’ve been 
able to see their lifelong dreams come 
true. stephanie says, “We had a vision, 
long before this business, of getting out 

of the Monday through friday rat race 
and traveling the country with our kids. 
dōTERRA has enabled us to live that 
dream.” Benjamin says, “I never thought  
there was any possible way for our biggest  
dreams to be fulfilled, I thought they 
were too big. Now all my dreams are 
attainable, it doesn’t matter how big.” 
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fulfill Your Dreams

3 SIMpLE STEpS FOR ShARING

“because of d terra, we have the freedom to be together as a family. ben was able to quit 
his job, and now he can have valuable time with the family. d terra has changed our lives 

because it’s made it possible for us to live our ideal lifestyle—our dream.” –Stephanie 

look for opportunities to share wherever  
you are, whatever you’re doing. 

“The product is so great that every time 
we share, people love them.” 

make sure to have the oils with you 
wherever you go. 

“We can take it out and put Wild Orange 
or Peppermint on them as soon as 
possible.”

open the bottles and get the oils  
on them. 

“You can talk as much as you want about 
it, but they won’t know until they have an 
experience.”

1 2 3

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS
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Sondra verva has discovered that there are 
many different ways to build a successful 

dōTERRA business. She says, “one person’s style 
may work for them, but it may not always work 
for you.” sometimes her style doesn’t work for 
her leaders, so she tells them to learn from other 
people who have been successful as well. 

She has seen that dōTERRA promotes crossline 
camaraderie, which allows every IPC to learn from 
everyone else. “many leaders want to help others, 
no matter who they are or whose team they are 
on. I just love that there is so much that has been 
shared on how to be an effective leader. Everyone 
is willing to allow you to come and learn.” she helps 
her team by letting them know where to find the 
resources that are available to them. 

sondra worked with another network marketing 
company for many years before she was intro-
duced to dōTERRA by Diane Shephard. Diane had 
been her upline in the other network marketing  
company and knew what her perspective  
would be. “she was the right person to contact 
me about dōTERRA. I probably wouldn’t have 
listened to anyone else. I wasn’t looking for natural 
products, but she knew how to relate to me.” 

Her interest was piqued by the opportunity of the 
business, and then, as she used the oils, she saw 
what a difference they made in her life. After that, 
she put her all into sharing them with everyone. 
“This is something that is so essential to every 
single person’s life. They will use it for the rest 
of their lives. I feel like I can make a significant 
difference. I can see changes in people’s lives.” 

usE socIAl mEdIA: “everyone complains about how sick they are on facebook. i comment on these posts, tell them 

i have an essential oil they could use, offer a sample, and leave a link to my business page. that way, everyone else who 

leaves a comment on the post will see it. i’ve gotten a lot of business that way, just by putting the information out there.” 

lIsTEN To pEoplE: “keep your ears open in every situation you’re in, whether it be a restaurant, a grocery store, or 

at lunch. it could be with people you know or people you don’t, who have an issue they are talking about. be willing to 

offer a free sample to somebody. don’t throw up dōterra on them, but gently let them know you have something that 

might work.”

oFFER FREE oIls: “i do a drawing for free oils every month, and i always carry drawing slips with me. i tell people 

that if they give me their information, i’ll enter them in the drawing. people love free stuff and that way you’ve got their 

information. never give out a sample without getting their information.”

usE ThE oIls IN puBlIc: “use them in front of other people. put it down in front of them. leave it on the table. they’re 

going to want to know what you’re doing. they’ll say, ‘what is that? it smells good.’ i think it’s awesome when you have 

the opportunity to pique someone’s interest. someone’s going to wonder what that smell is.” 

loAN A BAg oF pRoducTs: “i love dropping off a family physician kit, a diffuser, a Modern Essentials book, and a 

Living magazine in a dōterra bag to somebody i know in my area. i give them a regimen for what to do for whatever 

issue they have, but now they have all this other stuff they’re going to look at. they’ll have an experience with the oils.”  

 dIFFERENT wAys To shARE

In her efforts to reach Diamond, she 
quickly saw the value of participating in 
and preparing for Diamond Club. she tells  
her leaders to prepare by setting a goal 
to hit Premier in June and by getting four  
or five people in areas at least 75 miles 
away participating in dōTERRA to have 
people to visit when Diamond Club 
comes around. “Know what you need to 
have, plan for that, and put those things 
in place. start looking at your smaller 
goals before your big goal of doing 
Diamond Club.” she knows Diamond 
Club is an amazing opportunity that 
made a difference in her business.

Sondra verva
gILBERT, ARIzoNA, USA
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FIND YOUR  
Style

“There are so many different ways to do this business 
and still achieve the same goal of helping share dōTERRA 
with others and provide an income for those that want to 
do the business.”

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND

“my son lovEs using ThE pRoduCTs. hE RECommEnds ThEm To pEoplE.  
i lovE ThAT hE wAnTs To shARE dōTERRA wiTh oThERs.” 

http://www.doterra.com
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Ron Wilder’s life purpose is to “help 
people be the best they can be 

through my example.” for a long time he 
searched for the vehicle through which he 
could make that happen. Then he found 
dōTERRA. 

an associate traded him oils in exchange 
for helping her enhance her website. Ron 
didn’t believe they would be effective, but 
she dared him to try them, and he was 
proven wrong. Ron enrolled later that 
month, but wasn’t involved in building 
a business at first. A month and a half 
later, he reached a point in his life where 
he needed extra money. so, with her 
guidance, he decided that he would reach 
silver that next month—and he did. 

His wife Liz came on in full support. 
she says, “I didn’t know anything about 
essential oils when my husband signed up, 
but I supported him and believed in him.” 
She started sharing dōTERRA with her 
friends, and was influential in finding some 
of their top leaders. 

When the Wilders decided to go for 
Diamond, it was a simple matter of 
removing distractions, letting their leaders 
know about their goal, and working hard.  
Ron says, “Going Diamond is about creating  
silvers. Going silver is about creating elites.  
going Elite is about sharing dōTERRA with  

others in a simple, duplicable way. 
everybody needs a simple system they 
can understand to share with other 
people. They don’t need more than that. 
selling a Diamond Kit is just about as 
easy as selling a Natural solutions Kit or 
any other. You have to create value in 
the minds of those you’re sharing with. 
figure out what’s in it for them.”

Liz says that, for her, building their 
dōTERRA business has been about 
much more than making money. “This is 
a business about helping people around 
you. Being Diamond is not about rank, 
status, or money, but about helping 
more people. You share your success 
with these people. We always say to 
anyone who comes to us, ‘How can I 
help you? Is there anything else I can do 
for you? What’s blocking you? Let’s solve 
that.’ Being Diamond is about becoming 
a person people can come to for help 
and guidance.” 

The Wilders can’t deny how much they 
have grown personally as they’ve built 
their business. Ron says he’s had several 
people come up to him recently and tell 
him he’s changed for the better. He has 
seen that change in him attract more 
people to his business. He says, “every 
time I’m interacting with people I’m 
thinking, ‘How can I make them better? 
How can I help them be the best they 
can be?’ Nothing in my life I’ve ever done 
has come close to what I’m doing with 
dōTERRA. We get to help people. What 
better thing is there to do in life?” 

Ron & Liz Wilder
RENo, NEvADA, USA
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Be the best You Can Be 

“don’t be afraid to talk to everyone 
around you. you never know who 
will benefit from you sharing the 
oils. believe that you are here to 
help, not just build a business, and 
you will succeed. others will build 
their own businesses because 
they know you want them to be 
successful.” –Liz 

money: How to save 
it, better invest it, use 
it more wisely, but 
especially how to make 
more of it.

body: How to look  
or feel better; health 
and beauty. 

relationships: How 
to better connect 
with people they’re 
interested in, from 
dating and marriage, to 
family and co-workers. 

“dōterra covers all three of these areas. if you work hard, you can make lots 
of money. the products can help with your body and health. finally, the only 
way to build your business is to get good at developing mutually beneficial 
relationships.  it’s a win in all three areas, which means the likelihood of 
someone spending money on dōterra is really high.” –Ron 

ThREE ThINGS pEOpLE SpEND ThEIR hARD-EARNED MONEy ON:NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

“i Am pRooF ThAT EvEn An EnginEER CAn build An EssEnTiAl oil businEss.” -Ron 

http://www.doterra.com
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don’t push people. 
“Just think about how 
you can help people, 
especially how you 
can help them help 
themselves.” 

spend time with 
everyone. “I reach 
down anywhere in my 
organization. I don’t 
care what level they’re 
at. If somebody asks me 
for help, I will respond.” 

Be patient with their 
schedules. “Most of my  
leaders also have other 
businesses and their 
schedules get busy some- 
times. I’ll take over doing  
some of the training 
calls for their teams 
whenever they need it.” 

Bring them to the 
resources available. 
“When people come  
to me with questions,  
I don’t just answer them,   
I show them where they 
can look up the answer 
in the future.” 

help them have an 
experience.  “They 
don’t have to know 
everything, they just 
have to have a hand to 
open up the bottle and 
a heart, and they can do 
this.” 

Being patient and giving people time 
to learn about the oils is often the 
key. Certainly, that’s what Corinna 
did for her. “she was very persistent 
and patient with me. I kept saying no, 
and she kept saying, ‘Why don’t you 
come teach a class with me?’” Karen 
has learned from her example how to 
treat her own team. “Just be there and 

be patient. Know you have something 
incredibly valuable to share and people 
will realize it. some people just take time.” 

Karen centers her business on the 
needs of her team. Often her coaching 
calls will revolve around nothing more 
than what is going on in her team 
members’ lives. she wants them to 

know that she’s there for them outside 
of their dōTERRA business. “We’re in a 
world where we need each other. I love 
networking to support one another, 
working in teams, and helping people 
out when they’re having a hard time. a 
lot of businesses don’t have that. In a 
business like this, you’ve got a bunch of 
people who can be there for you.” 

Karen atkins had been involved in 
practicing and teaching alternative 

health care for years when she discovered 
dōTERRA. She saw corinna Barrus’s booth 
at a farmer’s market and was immediately 
drawn to it. Karen had never liked essential  
oils before, but knew right away that these 
were different. Soon, she was using them 
regularly in her practice and was blown 
away by the results. 

she began sharing with her friends, held 
classes when Corinna invited her to, and,  
before long, had a team that she wanted  
to support. she says, “I had a very 
successful career, so I didn’t need the 
money. My motivation for doing dōTERRA 
comes from helping others out of 
their financial, emotional, and physical 
struggles. That is much more inspiring to 
me than trying to make money for myself.” 

Karen has found it easy to share dōTERRA— 
it’s just a matter of being open. “These 
oils are so powerful. If you just share your 
experiences from your heart, people are 
going to be attracted to them. They are 
anyway.” she teaches her team that all 
they need is to be passionate and have an 
experience they can share. 

She has seen that within dōTERRA many  
people who are successful today started 
out with no intention of building a business,  
including herself. “so, I wouldn’t push people.  
most people just need to get to know the 
oils and have their own experiences with 
them. Once they have, it’s going to be 
easier for them to build a business.” 

Karen Atkins
MILL vALLEY, cALIfoRNIA, USA
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Patience and Persistence

how To suppoRT youR TEAm 

“A lot of people are so 
disconnected from their bodies 
and from nature. We sit inside 
on our computers, phones, or 
games. There’s something about 
these oils that allows people 
to relax, simplify, and connect. 
It helps them clear their mind 
and go back to what really 
matters—their loved ones, their 
community, and their values.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS

                    dōTERRA allows me to reach people in a deeper way and in a wider 
range than I have ever had access to before. I’m able to help people help themselves  

and their families, while having a whole lot of fun.

http://www.doterra.com
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Eric & Becky Barney
EAgLE RIvER, ALASKA, USA

When Becky Barney first bought a 
family Physician Kit, she quickly 

decided she needed everything and made  
her next purchase the every Oil Kit. she 
managed to enroll enough people that the  
large kit was paid for before her husband  
eric even noticed the money was gone. 
Becky says, “He knows now, and we 
laugh about it, but he was not onboard 
with dōTERRA from the beginning.”

for a while, Eric actually pretended that 
the products weren’t working. Becky says,  
“I kept coming up with all of these dif- 
ferent blends of oils and he would always  
tell me it didn’t work. I couldn’t figure it out  

because everybody else that would try  
them would get amazing results.” finally,  
he came clean that they had been working,  
he just hadn’t wanted to believe it. 

Becky herself took a little while to come 
around to the idea of doing dōTERRA 
as a business. she used the products 
for eight months before she realized 
how many lives she could change if 
she shared this with others.  she has 
learned, “Never give up on people. 
some people see the opportunity 
the first day; some people take eight 
months or longer, but never give up 
on them. Believe in them and give 

them opportunities.” Becky’s downline, 
asti atkinson, kept inviting Becky and 
offering incentives if she brought a 
guest, keeping her involved until she 
was ready to participate in the business. 

as she has built her own team, Becky  
has learned the importance of partici-
pating in regular, productive activities. 
she tells her leaders to spend 80 percent  
of their time in money-making activities 
like contacting, teaching classes, or 
following up. The other 20 percent of 
their time can be put toward getting 
ready for classes, making copies, putting 
together samples, or computer work. 
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five tHings Husbands can do to support tHeir wives

Start using the 
products right away. 
Balance and Deep 
Blue Rub are my 
favorites. 

Encourage your 
wife to attend as 
many trainings and 
classes as she can 
with friends.

Be willing to 
help out around 
the house when 
your wife is gone. 
Look at this as an 
opportunity for 
bonding time with 
the kids.  

Attend a few events 
so that you can get 
a clear picture of 
what dōTERRA is 
and what it has to 
offer.

Take time to 
look into the 
compensation plan. 
You will see huge 
money-making 
potential or an 
opportunity to 
help those families 
around you. 

“i wish i would’ve been more supportive of what becky was doing from the beginning. i think she 
would be a lot farther than she is now if i would’ve hopped onboard sooner.” –eric 

Becky says, “I see all the time where people 
get that mixed up. They’re getting ready to get 
ready and it’s not productive. Their growth will 
be slow. If they focus 80 percent of their time 
in activities that are generating money, it’s 
amazing what they can do.” 

she also makes sure to always focus on the 
positive with her leaders. “It’s easy to find fault 
with others and to complain about leaders and 
what they’re doing or not doing. I try to find the  
good.” even if they aren’t doing much, Becky 
makes sure to compliment her leaders on their 
great work and encourage them to do just a little  
bit more. “I tell my leaders to let their team do  
whatever they’re doing to the best of their ability.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND

Support and Encourage  

“I know that my family has  
my back no matter what.  
If I have to travel, I never hear 
anyone complain. My family is 
cheering me on.” –Becky

“if you’re not 
building your 
own dream, 
you’re building 
someone else’s. 
you might as 
well spend the 
time building your 
own dream, and 
dōterra is a great 

vehicle to be able to 
do that.”  –Eric

“I have tried many 
different things, but 
it always goes back 
to consistency. If 
you are doing those 
daily activities, it’s 
amazing what kind 
of momentum you 
can create within 
your organization.”  
–Becky 

1 2 3 4 5
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The Bonus Pools found in the dōTERRA 
compensation plan can be more easily 
understood if you think of them as actual 

pools. There are five bonus pools in the dōTERRA 
pool party, and while only certain people get to 
swim in each pool, it’s always more fun if there are 
more people at the party. 

The dōTERRA bonus pools are set up to reward 
leaders on the collective success of all IPCs. 
Each pool contains a percentage of the global 
commissionable volume for the payout month—
so the better the company does as a whole, the 
more money there is in each pool. This means 
that everyone in the company can benefit from 
everyone else’s growth and success, no matter 
whose team they’re on. Having a bonus percentage 
based on global commissionable volume provides 
incentive for leaders to work together across 
teams and to support levels deeper into their 
organizations.

Each month, the total from each bonus pool is split 
into equal shares which are then paid to qualified 
IPCs in their primary bonus checks. Qualified IPCs 
can earn one extra share for personally enrolling an 
IPC who reaches the required rank for the first time 
during that month. 

kEy
 PLATINUM

 goLD

 SILvER

 DIamOND

 BLUE DIAMoND

 PRESIDENTIAL DIamOND

The following explanations and illustrations show how it works: 

LEADERShIp pOOL 
  Percentage of global commissionable volume: 2%
  Who is eligible and how many shares they receive: 
	 silvers: 1
	 Golds: 5  
	 Platinums: 10
  Rank required of an IPC they personally enrolled to get 

extra shares: elite 

Example: sarah has reached the rank of Gold this month, so 
she will receive 5 shares from the Leadership Pool. Because 
she has personally enrolled 2 IPcs who hit Elite for the first 
time this month, she will receive 2 additional shares, for a total 
of 7 shares from the Leadership Pool. 

DIAMOND pERFORMANCE pOOL 
  Percentage of volume: 1%
  Who is eligible and how many shares they receive: 
	 Diamonds: 1 
	 Blue Diamonds: 2 
	 Presidential Diamonds: 3  
   Rank required of an IPC they personal enrolled to get extra 

shares: Premier 

DIAMOND pOOL 
   Percentage of volume: 1% 
  Who is eligible and how many shares they receive: 
	 Diamonds: 3  
  Rank required of an IPC they personal enrolled to get extra 

shares: Premier 

Example: Joe is a Diamond this month, which means he will 
receive 1 share from the Diamond Performance Pool and 3 
shares from the Diamond Pool. He has personally enrolled an 
IPc who hit Premier for the first time that month, so he will 
also receive 1 extra share from the Diamond Performance 
Pool and 1 extra share from the Diamond Pool. 

bLUE DIAMOND pOOL 
  Percentage of volume: 1%
  Who is eligible and how many shares they receive:
	 Blue Diamonds: 3 
   Rank required of an IPC they personal enrolled to get extra 

shares: Premier 

Example: Bridget is a Blue Diamond and will receive 2 shares 
from the Diamond Performance Pool and 3 shares from the 
Blue Diamond Pool. she has personally enrolled 3 IPCs who  
hit Premier for the first time that month, so she will receive 3 
extra shares from the Diamond Performance Pool and 3 extra 
shares from the Blue Diamond Pool. 

pRESIDENTIAL DIAMOND pOOL
  Percentage of volume: 1%
  Who is eligible and how many shares they receive:
	 Presidential Diamonds: 3
  Rank required of an IPC they personal enrolled to get extra 

shares: silver

Example: aaron is a Presidential Diamond so he will receive 
3 shares from the Diamond Performance Pool and 3 shares 
from the Presidential Diamond Pool. He has personally enrolled  
1 IPc who hit Silver for the first time that month, so he will 
have 1 extra share from the Presidential Diamond Pool.  

dōTERRA bonus pools: 
J O I N  T h E  p O O L  pA R T y

BoNUS pOOls

http://www.doterra.com
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When aimee Beck began using 
essential oils, she soon saw how 

they could be useful in every aspect of 
her life. she had taught high school home 
economics for several years, and had 
always taught her students to use herbs 
and spices to flavor their food in a natural, 
healthy way. she says, “Now, with essential 
oils, I can cook with herbs and spices in 
their liquid form.” 

after a good friend, Kareena Bracken, 
shared a sample of the oils with aimee, 
she had a positive experience. she became  
a regular user, but at first she kept them 
to herself. “Then when I started sharing, 
people were mad at me because I didn’t 
share earlier.” many of her close family 
and friends love the oils. Her sister Natalie, 
mother Lynda, and best friend Kathy 
became her top leaders. 

At first, Aimee wasn’t interested in getting  
involved in the business aspect of dōTERRA.  
she didn’t like the idea of being a sales-
person. “What I didn’t realize is that the 
essential oils sell themselves. Now, I just 
have to share. By doing this, I can help 
people improve their health, happiness, 
and wellness, and help them get the same 
positive effects that I enjoy.” 

One year, Kareena convinced aimee to 
attend convention, so she went with her 
sister. They realized they saw many people 
with ranks on their name tags, while theirs 
was blank. she says, “We set a goal that 

next year our name tags would at least 
say something.” They set their sights 
at silver, and a year later had both 
surpassed that goal. 

aimee has found it successful to transfer  
her experience in home economics to 
dōTERRA through regular make-and- 
take classes. she has replaced her entire 
medicine, herb and spice, cleaning, 
beauty, and aromatherapy cabinets 
with homemade products made with 

essential oils. “dōTERRA products can 
replace many of the harmful items that 
you buy from the store, and at a fraction 
of the cost. I use essentials oils to make 
my own products as a way to save 
time and money and also to improve 
the health of my family with natural 
ingredients.” she shows others that in 
the end, essentials oils don’t have to 
be an additional expense, but rather a 
savings to their household budget. 

for Aimee, her dōTERRA business has 
never been about making a profit, but 
rather about helping people by sharing 
these amazing products. The extra 
money she has earned is a mere perk. 
“dōTERRA is a passion that has turned 
into a new career that has allowed 
me to stay at home with my children. 
It is something I never would have 
imagined. I am truly appreciative of this 
opportunity.”

  monthly Newsletter: “Knowing that I had new essential oil users to support, I started doing a monthly newsletter. I 
share recipes, tips, ideas, and any specials or incentives that I or dōTERRA are offering.”

  online Tools: “I have a website where I can post all my newsletters, recipes, announcements, product information, web 
links, etc. I also use social media to support and develop my team.”

  Individual mentoring: “I will meet with someone in person or by telephone to see what their health and household 
needs are. This has been most beneficial to me.” 

  monthly classes and specialty/cooking classes: “My leaders and I use essential oils in all of the foods that we prepare. 
We let attendees try the foods and then provide them with the recipes so they can recreate them on their own.” 

  make-and-Take products: “We give our class attendees the hands-on experience of making their own products using 
essential oils in a reusable container. We provide them with the recipes so they can reproduce the items later and have 
great gifts for every occasion.”

HELPINg OTHERS INCORPORATE ESSENTIAL OILS INTO THEIR LIvES:

Jerry & Aimee Beck
ST. gEoRgE, UTAH, USA
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The spice of Life
“I didn’t start building 
my business for several 
years. I was an oil 
consumer who planted 
seeds just by sharing, 
with no intention of 
doing the business. Then 
all of my seeds sprouted, 
and I discovered that 
I had to nourish those 
seedlings. I was lucky 
to have found people 
close to me who loved 
the dōTERRA products as 
much as I do.” 

“There is a time and a 
place for everyone and 
everything. Everyone is 
on their own essential oil 
journey. I build people 
whether they are going 
to be an essential oil 
consumer, a business 
builder, or both. I build 
them where their current 
focus is.”

http://www.doterra.com
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makInG tHe most out of soCIal medIa:  
tHe Clarks’ faCeBook paGes 

		ThE oIlERs cAFé. Purpose: help others learn how to use the oils. “It’s 
a safe place to learn and be in a loving community. My goal is to help 
others no matter whose team they are on.”

		RomIz Rock sTARz. Purpose: business building. “This is where builders 
on my team can come together to share tips and tricks, rally around each 
other, and cheer each other on when we are successful.” 

		RomIz EssENTIAls. Purpose: personal business page. “This is where I 
share information about the oils, positive and empowering affirmations, 
and network marketing tips. I also build relationships with the people  
who visit.”

		mARcz EssENTIAls. Purpose: attract men to dōTERRA. “He shares a 
lot of product information with a funny twist. Our goal is to show that 
dōTERRA is for men too.”

It was through social media that Romi 
clark discovered dōTERRA, and it was 

through social media that she built 
her dōTERRA business. She had been 
searching for something to help her 
clinical depression for a long time when 
one day she saw a facebook post from 
Natalie Rigby about essential oils. she 
messaged Natalie, and soon discovered 
how effective the oils were. 

Though Romi liked the oils, she didn’t 
want to become a salesperson. she did, 
however, want to get out of her current 
job. “so I made my own way,” she says.  
“I didn’t do classes, I just used social 
media. I jumped in and taught myself  
how to do it. I was desperate to get out  
of my job, so I was willing to do anything  
to make that happen.” 

she soon found that the key to success in 
social media, and in dōTERRA, was building 
relationships. “Just make connections with 
people, with no expectations of what you’ll 
get in return. serve people and love them 
no matter what.” 

When Romi shares dōTERRA with 
someone on facebook, she makes a 
new friend whether they end up doing 

the business or not. “If they join us in 
the business, that’s fantastic, but in the 
meantime, you have a new friend. You 
have an opportunity to see where you 
can serve and help people.” 

Marc wasn’t very involved at first, but 
over time saw what dōTERRA was doing 
for his wife and what it could do for their 
future. Now, they do it as a team, and 
marc will be able to retire from his job 
early to join her. It made a difference 
for both of them to see that network 
marketing could be a lucrative career. 
Romi says, “It doesn’t matter how many 
classes you do, or how much you love 
the product. If you don’t believe that you 
are in a viable profession, you’re only 
going to go so far.” 

The Clarks have big goals for the future, 
and at the core of those goals is their 
desire to be able to help those in need 
all over the world. Their dōTERRA 
business will give them the tools to 
love, serve, and support many different 
charitable organizations. marc says, “We 
want to have enough money so that we 
can help anybody no matter what their 
problem is.” Romi says, “I totally believe 
that if you give with a free heart and 
bless people just because you want  
to bless them, God will open the gates 
of heaven.” 

Marc & Romi Clark 
BoUNTIfUL, UTAH, USA 

“pEoplE NEEd To lEARN how To lEvERAgE 

socIAl mEdIA. IF ThEy’RE NoT TAkINg 

AdvANTAgE oF socIAl mEdIA, ThEy’RE 

mIssINg ThE BoAT BIg TImE, ANd IT could BE 

hARmFul To ThEIR BusINEss.” –romi 

“my advice to husbands would  
be to get onboard right away. 
start using the oils, learn as  
much as you can, and support 
your wife. If she is passionate 
about helping people and believes 
in the products, I guarantee 
you one day she will make more 
money than you do. why not 
participate?”  –Marc 
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Leverage social media 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS
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As a midwife, Stephanie fritz most 
often shares dōTERRA essential 

oils with her clients. at the same time, 
her motivation to build her dōTERRA 
business is to create more time and 
freedom to spend with her family. she 
says, “Before dōTERRA, my life revolved 
around moms having babies. Because 
of that, there were times I missed being 
with my family, so I wanted to create 
more freedom of time in my life.”

In the beginning, stephanie didn’t 
think this “why” was big enough. “Later, 
I realized it was big enough. Those 
memories that we create with our 
families will be the most important 
things. It doesn’t matter what your why 
is, as long as it’s important to you.”

stephanie had used essential oils for 
15 years, but quit because of a negative 
experience. When one of her friends 
called her and told her about dōTERRA, 
she jumped at the opportunity to try 
the products. “I knew immediately that 
this was what I had been looking for. 
I ordered the biggest kit without even 
smelling them. I was excited because  

I had finally found an oil that I could trust  
and that I could refer my clients to.” 

It was when the oils arrived that 
stephanie realized she wanted to get  
involved with the business. she enrolled  
her four daughters as her frontline and 
started sharing. She had always offered 
her midwifery clients product options 
to choose from, and so she began to 
include dōTERRA in these options. She 
explains how the oils are effective and 
safe and gifts them a trio kit to take 
home and try for themselves. “almost 
all of them come back and enroll. 
They’re using oils from the beginning, 
and I reinforce that with every visit.” 

stephanie has found that education on 
essential oils is central to any dōTERRA 
business. “The number one reason 
people still have their family Physician 
Kit from when they enrolled a year ago 
is because they don’t know how to use 
it. They don’t have a daily routine.” she 
knows how important it is to teach new 
consultants how to use the oils in their 
daily life so they’ll find a reason to buy 
and share the oils with others. “The 
core of being successful and consistent 
is knowing how to use the oils and 
actually putting them into action.” 

she is grateful that she has been able 
to build her business with her family. 
“Because we do dōTERRA as a family, 
we all share that common bond. I love 
to see my children be successful in 
their families and their health. It has 
built confidence in all of us.” 

Be generous: give more than you would want to receive. It doesn’t 
always have to be monetary. give of your time, serve others, be 
present, and give sincere compliments. Let what you’re giving be deep, 
meaningful, and sincere.

do the little things: The things that you do every single day don’t look 
dramatic, and they don’t look like they matter, but they make all the 
difference. They are easy to do, but they are also easy not to do. 

Front load your month: Don’t wait until the end of the month to get 
all your ducks in a row. Start your promotions, your incentives, and 
your class schedule early. dōTERRA leads by example with the Loyalty 
Rewards perks by the fifteenth of the month. 

Road map your power of 3: I have my three levels written out and I put 
in their Loyalty Reward orders every month. It helps me to know where 
to put people when I have enrollments, and to let my leaders know 
when they are close to their 1,500. 

It’s not a race: I’ve often felt discouraged when I felt like I should be 
farther in the ranks than I was, or that I should have progressed faster. 
I have told myself many times that it’s not a race. Perseverance and 
consistency are the keys. 

Paul & Stephanie Fritz
SIERRA vISTA, ARIzoNA, USA 
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EduCATing    
Families

Stephanie with some of the babies she has delivered 
as a midwife. 

“My husband has been my main 
backstage guy. He works fulltime  
and is anxious to come onboard  
with me. He does his sharing at  
work. Everyone there knows he is  
the ‘oil man.’” 

“IT’S NoT HAPPINESS THAT MAKES US 
gRATEfUL, IT’S gRATITUDE THAT MAKES 
US HAPPY. THE MoRE gRATITUDE 
WE HAvE, THE MoRE PoSITIvE AND 
ABUNDANT HAPPINESS WE WILL ATTRAcT.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND

Diamond Tips

1

2
3
4
5
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consistent and work hard. You will get 
the results you desire.”  

Just as the fords never gave up on 
them, the mcBrides make sure not 
to give up on their team. Tonya says, 
“sometimes you invite people to classes 
over and over and they never come. 
But, we have had experiences where 

we have consistently invited people for 
two years before they responded, and 
now some of those people are our best 
leaders. If they won’t come or they’re 
too busy—the timing just might not be 
right for them. We know from our own 
experience that you can never give up 
on people.” 

Aaron and Tonya mcBride used 
dōTERRA essential oils for several 

years before they started getting involved  
in the business. Their good friends, scott  
and Rhonda ford, first introduced them  
to the oils. Tonya says, “We were the 
couple people would normally be 
frustrated with. The fords could have 
easily decided that we were never going 
to do it, but they never gave up on us.”

It was seeing the fords success that drew  
the mcBrides to the business aspect of  
dōTERRA. Aaron says, “Seeing their results,  
we realized that if we also went all in, we 
could have the same achievement.”

They decided to leave their jobs and 
devote themselves fulltime to dōTERRA. 
They had to focus on organization and 
consistency as they made the transition 
from employees to business owners. 
Tonya says, “Before, we just did things 
as it was convenient, if we could fit it 
into our schedule. When we made the 
decision to go fulltime, we knew that 
we needed to have consistent events, 
follow-up, and training to succeed.”

Without a time clock to punch in and 
out, the mcBrides also learned they 
had to make sure not to overwhelm 
themselves with too much work. “We 

really needed to implement structure 
and balance so that we didn’t burn 
ourselves out. Your own self-care is 
important. You can’t help anyone else  
if you don’t help yourself first.”  

They learned early on the importance 
of never giving up on their business. 
Tonya says, “The key is to not quit, even 
when it’s hard. It’s going to be hard at 
times, and it’s important that you pick 
yourself up and keep going.” They ran 
their business more as a marathon than 
a sprint, but they always tell their team 
that they are allowed to pick the pace of 
their own journey. aaron says, “Just be 

TIPS FOR TEACHINg 
CLASSES

Aaron & Tonya McBride
HENDERSoNvILLE, TENNESSEE, USA 

“To laugh often and love much; to win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of 
children; to earn the approbation of honest citizens and endure the betrayal of false friends; 
to appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to leave the world a bit better, whether by 
a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition; to know even one life has 
breathed easier because you have lived—this is to have succeeded.”  – Ralph Waldo Emerson     

“dōTERRA hAs givEn us ThE 
TimE And fREEdom To BE 
wiTh ouR fAmily. mEmoRiEs 
don’T hAvE A pRiCE, BuT 
dōTERRA givEs you ThE 
oppoRTuniTy To mAkE As 
mAny As you wAnT.”  – Aaron 
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Never Give Up

1 stick to the basics.  
“Essential oils are 
completely new in the 

South, so we do a lot of Essential 
Oils 101 classes. Even if people 
have been to the class before, 
they still continue to learn.”   

2 give them an experience.  
“get those bottles open 
and let them have an 

experience with them. Make sure 
you’re using oils that will give 
them an immediate experience.”  
 

3 listen to their needs.  
“If you hone in on 
people’s needs, then you 

can offer solutions for them.”  

4 keep inviting. “Never 
give up on people just 
because they don’t come 

the first time. The timing just 
might not be right for them.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoNDS
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Dick Ray & Stacy Paulsen
SANTA cLARITA, cALIfoRNIA, USA

“We have a responsibility to take care  
of things that need to be taken care of,  
but we also don’t want to create depen-
dence. We educate people so they don’t 
have to come to us for information. I’m 
not overly busy because I’ve created an 
environment of independence. I support 
my leaders, but I also train them well so 
they can do it on their own.” 
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“My husband has always trusted my decisions. When I decided to 
build a dōTERRA business, he just went right along with it. He’s an 
excellent teacher and is able to help with the trainings we hold. He’s 
good at identifying leaders and shares naturally. He’s not selling, he’s 
just trying to help others, and so they trust him.”  

When Stacy Paulsen’s friend first 
shared with her a few drops of 

Purify, she had no idea how much it would  
change her life. She quickly saw how effec- 
tive dōTERRA essential oils were, and 
decided to buy a kit. she says, “I loved them,  
and I was sharing them with everybody,  
but I was very anti-multilevel marketing.” 

stacy had run a successful business out of 
her home for several years. after moving 
to a different state and having a baby, 
stacy found herself at a point where she 
wanted to start working again, but was 
unsure about what she wanted to do. she 
began researching dōTERRA and came 
across a webinar on the compensation 
plan. she says, “I already knew the oils 
worked, but I didn’t know that I could 
actually make money from something that 
I was already doing.” 

she jumped right in, teaching herself with 
resources online. fifteen people showed 
up to her first class. No one enrolled that  
day, but eventually all 15 enrolled, including  
Jessica moultrie who is now a Diamond. 
Within a couple months, Stacy qualified 

inspire    
AChiEvEmEnT

for Diamond Club and started traveling 
to several different states. “My intention 
has always been to reach Presidential 
Diamond or above, so Diamond has 
been a good spot on the way.” 

With a family of six kids, stacy has 
emphasized duplication with her team 
in order to minimize the workload she 
creates for herself. “We find people, 
we train them, and we let them go. I 
don’t want to manage people, I want to 
inspire them and help them do things 

on their own.” she’s found this mindset 
to be consistent with what dōTERRA 
tries to do as a company—help families 
be self-reliant. 

after running her own business, stacy 
already had many skills that carried over 
for dōTERRA. She did, however, learn 
from this business the importance of 
building and serving others. “It started 
out as a way to make money, and now 
it’s all about helping people grow and 
develop. There’s so much fulfillment in 

that. If you’re doing that, the income just 
naturally flows.” 

most of all, stacy is grateful for the 
amazing opportunity dōTERRA has 
offered her to expand her role in life. 
“When I graduated from college, I 
thought I had a cap on where I could 
be as a mom. If I wanted to do more, 
it would require sacrifices that I was 
unwilling to make. Because of dōTERRA, 
that perception has changed. Now, the 
sky is the limit.” 

“motivation means to move. 

I don’t believe you can make people move for a sustained period of time. 

But you can Inspire them.

That’s one of the biggest things we are trying to implement in our teams. We are not going 
to move people, we are just going to help them see what’s already available and then support 

them in that. Only you can move yourself for a sustained period of time.” 

moTIvATIoN vs. INspIRATIoN

NEW dōTERRA DIAMoND
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A C R O S S

I ’ve never met a stranger I didn’t like, and I have always 

embraced the philosophy, “The more the merrier.” I love 

meeting new people and making new connections. 

dōTERRA fit right in with that way of thinking. When I joined 

dōTERRA, I automatically had a new dōTERRA family. These 

people might be in my “immediate” family, such as my direct 

upline or downline, or they might be “extended” family, like 

those across various team lines, but we all have one thing in 

common: essential oils.  

Through this common ground, I have found some great 
friends and amazing support. Facebook has been my biggest 
connector. When I started, I joined various groups and liked 
various pages related to essential oils. As I got involved in the 
groups, I started adding friends. I would ask questions, read 
what others were posting, and share the experiences I had. 
Liking the various pages gave me great ideas on different ways 
to use and share essential oils. These pages also provided me 
with links to webinars and other online learning resources. 
Through social media, I have been connected with many 
people across team lines that otherwise I would have never 
known. Technology is a wonderful thing! 

Attending corporate events in my area has also been a 
wonderful way to connect with other teams. I always take 
business cards to exchange with others that I meet at these 
events. I also like meeting the presenters and leaders involved 

in organizing the meetings. It opens the door for new 
relationships and opportunities with people who are local to 
me. That support helps so much.

I have received mentoring from some top leaders in dōTERRA 
that are on other teams. I have done this by participating in 
their trainings, asking questions, and taking notes. I have also 
had success through emailing and using Facebook to help 
clarify questions I have. I know that these leaders have nothing 
to gain financially from helping me succeed, but still they are 
happy to help. I have been amazed at how many top leaders 
have been so willing to answer my questions and give me 
ideas. I have been greatly impressed with how the owners of 

dōTERRA are eager to help and encourage. They take the time 
for even a regular IPC like me. As I have moved into the role 
of a leader, their examples have helped me know how to treat 
those from other teams that come to me for help and advice.  

The benefits of working across team lines within dōTERRA 
are vast. I have found that everyone explains things a little 
differently, and sometimes one explanation will resonate 
with me better than others. As I have attended other teams’ 
presentations, I learn, grow, and find ways that I can improve 
how I teach, present, and lead. There are times that I have 
found a great way to explain or demonstrate a concept 
that other teams might not have heard of, so the learning 
and benefit goes both ways. I have also been able to get 

When I was introduced to dōTERRA about four years ago, I wasn’t ready for it. I was 
struggling with depression, weight gain, reflux, migraines, and more, but I wasn’t ready 
for something different. I wasn’t ready to change. It was another year and a half before 

I was open to what dōTERRA had to offer. I signed up and knew that I needed to tell 
others about the option for natural health care, but I told my upline I didn’t want to do the 
business. However, as soon as I started learning more about the oils and the company, 
I became immersed in the dōTERRA culture and lifestyle, and I wanted to be involved in 

building a team. My love of teaching and sharing made it a perfect fit.  

By Nicole vincent  TEAm linEs

GeT INspIRED

honest opinions and advice that comes with no strings 
attached. When there are financial interests at stake, advice 
can be biased. Crossline, you can vent about your business 
frustrations without emotions getting in the way.  

Another big advantage of networking and working across 
team lines is helping those that aren’t in your local area get the 
education and support they need to grow and thrive. When 
you know a lot of people in a lot of places, you are more likely 
to be able to get those that you enroll to an in-person class 

and support group. That can make all the difference.

 
 

Because of dōTERRA, I have embarked on a journey where 
I’ve become physically and emotionally healthy. I have gained 
so many friends and experiences that have blessed my life 
in so many ways. I am so thankful for all the genuinely good 

people that I have connected with through dōTERRA. Working 
across team lines has been one of the biggest benefits and 
blessings for me on this journey. It has made me a better 

person in so many ways.   

http://www.doterra.com
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andy & natalie goddard

FOuNDER uSA

mark ewen &  
cHristian overton

Justin & keri Harrison

patrick & allyse sedivy boyd & sandy truman

DOUbLE DIAMONDS

DOUbLE bLUE DIAMONDS

FOuNDER uSA

FOuNDER uSA

RecognitionConsulTAnT

pRESIDENTIAL DIAMONDS

nate & brianne Hovey

James & roxane bybee

FOuNDER uSA

david & tawnya Hsiung

FOuNDER TWN

roger & teresa Harding

FOuNDER uSA

“With dōTERRA, I can help 
as many people as I can and 
educate myself and others 
about a natural, healthy 
lifestyle.”  
mary paine

eric & andrea larsen

http://www.doterra.com
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bryan & andrea 
Huddleston

paul & betsy HolmessHane & rebecca Hintze

steve & kristine Hales

scott & rHonda ford

pRESIDENTIAL DIAMONDS

steven & monica Hsiung

FOuNDER TWN

Jerry & laura Jacobs

FOuNDER uSA

ConsulTAnT recognition

bLUE DIAMONDS

cHris & kareena bracken Jeff & cHerie burton spencer & brianna coles

FOuNDER uSA

roman & corinna barrus

bLUE DIAMONDS

al & maureen garcia

JoHn & melyna Harrison

marc & Jenn garrettmaree cottam

“I will continue to share this amazing product, 
enlighten people to their wonderful properties, 
empower more people to take control of their 
health, and transform lives.”  
– vickie Crimmel smith 

asako kobayasHi

http://www.doterra.com
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JoHn & kalli wilson

dave & peggy smitH

FOuNDER uSA

robyn opensHaw

david & tammy miller

ricHard & Jennifer 
oldHam

Justin & taHna lee

FOuNDER uSA

Jeff & crystal nyman

danny & nicole larson

FOuNDER uSA

kai-Hsun kuo &  
pei-ling su

FOuNDER TWN

kyle & kierston 
kirscHbaum

ConsulTAnT recognition

katHy pace

James & cHelsea stevens

terry & lil sHepHerd

FOuNDER uSA

bLUE DIAMONDS

Jason & sHaron 
mcdonald

riyo ogawa

sumiko nobori

FOuNDER JPN

bLUE DIAMONDS

Jeff & diane sHepHard

Jim & tammy stepHens kacie vaudrey

pei-cHi yi 

ryan & dani smitH

FOuNDER TWN

Jared & sHaree winger kevin & natalie wysocki

FOuNDER JPN
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doug & racHelle 
castor

peter & susie 
bagwell 

FOuNDER uSA

ConsulTAnT recognition

Jeremy & micki 
boberg

paul & delmar  
aHlstrom

marc & romi clark

becky cox

Jerry & brandi 
burdine

kenny & rebecca 
anderson

rick & Hayley 
bammesburger

eric & becky barney Jerry & aimee beck

matt & kelly 
anderson

rick & alisse coil

spencer & kari 
arntsen

karen atkins 

asti atikinson

DIAMONDS

rick & etsuko  
cHidester

FOuNDER JPN

daniel & cHristina 
benitez

FOuNDER uSA

greg & marti  
cHristensen

FOuNDER uSA

mike & lori davis

fred & carrie 
donegan

paula eckert & 
JoHn overbeek 

brad & rosalie 
elliott

david & Julianne 
ellis

keitH & spring 
esteppe

Joan coon

andrew & cHristy 
fecHser

nick & Jeanette 
fransen

paul & stepHanie 
fritz

damian & Jenna 
fante

James & tanya 
cotterell

tom & anita cottam 

Jeff & Judy cruden

DIAMONDS

victor & amanda 
darQuea

FOuNDER AuS

louis fusilier & 
monica goodsell

katie glasgow Jay & debbie 
gordon

craig & sHeila 
goodsell

craig & lynn gines

leonie 
featHerstone

vince & teresa 
garcia

asakawa kazuyuki 
& akiyo futakucHi

FOuNDER JPN

valerieann 
giovanni

FOuNDER uSA

max & cHerie 
garrett

FOuNDER AuS

micaH & krista 
grant 
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bryant & brianna 
Hess

ConsulTAnT recognition

Jon & eve Hewett

rick & katHy 
Hunsaker

micHael & Jennifer 
HeatH

Jeffery & miranda 
Hu

cHristy HugHes

aisHa Harley 

DIAMONDS

clay & Jessica 
iddings

DIAMONDS

emily Hanson Jim & marty Hargercliff & pJ Hanks

ryan & Jenyce 
Harris

gordon & Julie 
Herbert

FOuNDER uSA

terry & maria 
Heuser-gassaway

FOuNDER uSA

kirk & Jennifer 
Hamilton

laura Holbrook

Jim & lara Hicks Jesse & natalie Hill

Hayley Hobson

brian & racHel 
Jones

sHawn & lara king

Jae Hyeon Ju Jeremey & annette 
Jukes

Jennifer kruba & 
Jeffrey frey

kiley & nora 
JoHnson

Joe & amber kropf

rob & wendy James

FOuNDER uSA

nick & Julie Hundley arin ingraHam

leland & robin 
Jones

laurie langfitt

James & cyntHia 
maguire

aaron & tonya 
mcbride

brett & brooke 
magleby

david & HeatHer 
madder

nolan & pat leavitt

FOuNDER uSA

Julene martindale sHoko matsuyama

FOuNDER JPN

arita mayumi

FOuNDER JPN

curt & carol guest

wayne & Jenna 
Henrie 

dena mccaffree tony & aimee 
mcclellan

Jerry & priscilla 
messmer

benJamin & 
stepHanie  
Howells-scoville
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ConsulTAnT recognition

scott & robyn 
mitcHell

DIAMONDS

DIAMONDS

rigel smitH

kc & Jessica 
moultrie

Holan & cassy 
nakata

robert & Janelle 
parrington

dick ray & stacy 
paulsen

Justin & asHlee 
miller

yosHifusa nisHida

FOuNDER JPN

keiJi & emiko 
okuyama 

FOuNDER JPN

mitsuko nomiya

FOuNDER JPN

Howard nakata

spencer & lara 
pettit

setH & Jennifer 
risenmay

casey & melissa 
robertson

James & kelly 
robison

gary & karina 
sammons

eric & gale 
sandgren

rod & Jennifer 
ricHardson

burke & natalie 
rigby

FOuNDER uSA

samuel & melissa 
taeu

bill & erleen tilton

adeesH piel & 
santosHi stone 

FOuNDER AuS

betty torres-
forbord

ron & liz wilderwendy wang JoHn & sHauna 
wetenkamp

Heidi weylandmark & tamalu 
watkins

sondra verva david & kate 
wagner

gina truman

FOuNDER uSA

lori vaasstepHen & yvonne 
tsai

rob & melissa 
wilson

daniel & amy wong Joey & cacHay 
wyson

yosHiya & izumi 
yanagiHara

fumiko yosHimoto

dIAmoNds NoT pIcTuREd:  
ekuseran yugengaisHa
kaori fuJio
robert & toni Holland
yvonne cHeung wai Hung
 

 
sHane & Jennifer Jackson
dru & gina kiesel 
byoung cHol koo
sun gyeong lee

 
Jung Hoon lee
mitsuyo matsumoto
brad & darci ricHardson

miHo yosHimura

FOuNDER JPN

mark sHeppard & 
rani so

FOuNDER AuS
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erika butler ricHard & elizabetH 
copeland 

brenda  brownconnie boucHer

melody covino

katie adams

dr. matt & anna 
Hales

mike & megan 
knorpp

miki koJima

drew & courtney 
moses

austin & amber 
nordstrom

alicia cottam

ConsulTAnT recognition

pLATINUMS

Joy bernstein

mary crimmins

spencer & reta 
kuHn

debbie kraHn

cyntHia patience James & cHrstine 
payne

peggy 
langenwalter

arla leins

frani pisano

cris & patty 
martinez

keiko marutani

cindy price

masami kawai cHang Ho kim dominiQue king

tami nuHfer

JosepH & catHarine 
pututau

bruce & saradel 
ririe

pLATINUMS

patti & JoHn 
mason

Julie ann scott mariza snyder & 
alex dunks

curt & tonia 
doussett

aaron & wendy 
frazier

tanya Howell

kristann gillies

tHomas & amy 
glenn

rose ingraHammicHele Hornby

leon green melissa gutHrie mattHew & 
seantay Hall

brent & annie 
Hone

angela moffit 

tammy steuber

emili wHitney

wade & cHristine 
stolwortHy

plATINums NoT pIcTuREd:  
cHristina gardner
Jessica giroux
cHangHo kim & young ran cHa

 
kalli kenney 
yosHiHisa komiya
soon Ja lim

 
carol-ann mendoza
Hye gi min & sung sook kim
bernadette o’donnell

 
Julie stoesz
mi Ja want

“I want to be the best leader I can be to 
represent dōTERRA and help change lives.”       
Amber nichole walsh 

evan & adrienne 
tHomas

estHer vermillion sandra wang

paul & denise 
webster

kristi zastrow

sHeila 
summerHays

krik & lana smitH

drew & courtney 
moses
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GOLDS

ConsulTAnT recognition

Jody aiton

mike & Jessica 
anderson

victoria bentley

brad & katHy 
alldredge

marty & kindra 
adair

kelly alvis

cHris & asHley 
beans

brent & kristi 
averett

ken & wendy 
berry

emmanuelle 
bourbon

GOLDS

“dōTERRA essential oils help 
me help others.”   
susan Jackson Tweedy

coleman & Hilary 
allen

lori bacon 

vera blouir 

Janae arancibia

Jennifer beJcek 

dean & katHie 
andrus

micHael basilicato debbie bastian

marie berwald

dr. Jamie r. & 
cHristina boyer

Jamie boaglio  

neal & erin  
anderson

robyn azima ana leda arias 
barrantes & carlos 
gilbert panigua blanco

rHonda bircH

Jason & kamille 
breuer

atanaska adams 

evie anderson

Joe & asHley bell

sHawna bielmann

FOuNDER CAN

FOuNDER LA

Joni bradley 

FOuNDER CAN

alisa bridges

sHelly daugHerty 

cHarlene brown

elizabetH 
ceniceros

Julie driggs

mario Jolly & 
sabine bucHner

karlel crowleycraig & kristin 
cottle

deana busHman 

diane tenney 
cHatterton

eric & tiffany 
daHl

maureen 
brundage

ryan & Jenn 
campbell

Jon cHase

adabelle carson 

carol colvin 

racHell 
brinkerHoff

Jared & rebecca 
burt

erica campanella

annie clark crysty covino

HeatHer carlson

molly dayton

carey brown

JonatHan & amy 
carver

Jaclyn cHild

scott & leesa 
bridges

HeatHer carson

Jared & mindy 
degraffenried

dana dupont
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ConsulTAnT recognition

vicki galloway

andy & missy 
garcia

Jake & lindsey 
garrison

micHelle getz brian & becky 
gillespie

karen gilroy

megan frasHeski

tHomas & amy 
glenn

racHel gonzaleserick & edgar 
gonzales

dana & summer 
goodan

rosie gremmert

GOLDS

GOLDS

lisa anne gafkJen

Haley facHner sally farb micHele fendell  yuwei feng

leon & lynda 
green

pingHua gu ryan & kendra 
Hales 

david Harris

marcia friaca Jennifer frink

mark & tiffany 
flake 

rarikkusu 
gousHigaisya

natHan & kristen 
fucHs 

karen funke

Jeannie Harrison

allison Hays marissa Heisel teri Helms

scott & sHyanne 
HatHaway 

FOuNDER CAN

eugene & diana 
Henkel

leaH karrattispencer & cynde 
kamauoHa

maggie Hill

allison HuisH

aarron & Heidi 
JoHansen

lindsay Jensen

bill & deena 
Jordan

noel Joye

dena Holmes

zia inman

bill & kelli Jones

Holly Hirt mark & patricia 
Hoffman 

stacy Jones layne & sHaron 
Jones 

lisa Jones

melissa Herman

yu Hing Hui

stepHen & sandra 
Jensen

scott & toni 
Jaekel 

Jason & stepHanie 
Hill 

cyntHia incze

FOuNDER CAN

carol kingbrian kiel

russell & cHristie 
kirkHam

melissa king 

tara  kinser mie kira sHane & anne 
marie klepko

cHris kirscHbaum yasuko kobayasHiJeannie Harrison
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ConsulTAnT recognition

noriko kurokawa cyntHia landes lois lane

david & sariaH 
leale

GOLDS

GOLDS

James & kristen 
kropf

katie leverenz

sofia lopez de 
lara

bonnie kottraba sHinJi koyata Jenna kraHn

margie lasH 

diane lefrandt & 
Jessica smuin

James & micHie 
layton 

david & emily 
lesHer

allen & Heidi 
lafferty 

teresa koerner 

micHelle lebaron 

Jodi lewis yuen ming leung 

mary lagasse 

marlies lee JoHn & caroline 
lee

JoHnatHan & 
racHel lincH

Jessica litster racHel lotHnancy linder sHelly loyd tracy lucia maria luebke

tanya maidment micHele malcHow

masako masuko

mona merzJeanne mcmurry

anita marriott

teresa miller

kelly mcbride

melissa miller

rick & emily martin

lisa luke

keitH & keri mccoy 

adele lurie 

miki matsumoto

Julie margo 

Jennifer mcclure

bebe mcfall Judi minckler

bettina moencH

amanda olson

dawn olsenamanda l. olsen

eric & kristen 
pardue

Holly olmstead

melissa morgner

tammy olsen

travis & sara 
palmer

ronnie & bonnie 
owens

emily navas lisa needHam

anna offman 

cHristian & marJa 
neudel

kerry & denise 
norris 

JosH & sHannan 
nielson

FOuNDER CAN

katee payne
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ConsulTAnT recognition

cindy price

GOLDS

GOLDS

Jessie pinkerton kyle Hess & 
brittany pirtle

kristen reynoldstracy prince

Jill rigby

mike peters

sHane & brooke 
pugH 

sHeen perkins 

perla ray 

angela 
piJanowski 

rutH prince

FOuNDER CAN

barbara rempel 

FOuNDER CAN

pHil & wHitnie 
rogers

nisHa riggs dan & Jamie ripp elaine riser ross rogers 

FOuNDER AuS

daniela romay devola 
samuelson

Josie scHmidt

ignacio santoyo & 
silvia martinez

robert scott & 
marlyse okano

adrian & roxy 
saran

susan scHiering 

Janessa salsberymicHael 
rotHscHild 

FOuNDER AuS

mark & Helen 
sHaw

nancy serbakazumi sekigucHi 

kymberlee 
simantel

larry & nikki 
sHorts

pamela smitH

natalie simonsmicHelle ann 
simmons-brown

cHristopHer & 
emily sHawcroft

marcy snodgrass

robyn simon 

FOuNDER AuS

sHarla snow tHeresa soucy JoHn & Jennifer 
sorenson

david stepHens

dave & callier 
steuer

matt & alicia 
triplett

keri tHompson

martina 
tHiagesan

cHad & saraH 
towe

yung-pei tseng

elizabetH 
tHompson

adam & nikki 
topHam

lynn tHompson

gerard & keHualani 
tarita teHotu

duane & crystal 
tucker

aisake & melinda 
vuikadavu

bob & catHi 
waalkes

bill & marilyn 
vandonsel

Justin wai

kristin van weymartina valnikova 
& monika batkova

waynette 
vanfleet

dennis & Janette 
stevens

Jim & toby 
swanger

eddie & angela 
villa

micHael & claire 
stucklen

victor tsai
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ConsulTAnT recognition

GOLDS

travis & stepHanie 
winger

dale & lillian 
winkler

scott & susan 
wooley

atsuko yosHitomi

noboru yamamoto keiko yosHidaelena yordan

Jed & pam 
waldron

Jaime walsH roger webb nicole wHite cHarles & amy 
widmer

Jenni wilson

tomoko yutakakendra young 

wayne & tonya 
wilson

man di yeung 

yasunori 
yosHimura

susan walby

golds NoT pIcTuREd:  
kazuyo akimoto
lau ka yu angel
anna casH
don & lynda asHcraft
linda bernstein
katHerine boggs
mark & malinda bramwell
tracy broadHeard
scott & lisa brown
claudia calderon
roger & lori call
william & donna card
mary carlisle
wayne & maridee casH
tHad & katHy cHandler
brett & farraH collver
melissa cook
durell darr
mao du
sHane & steffanie england
cHi yuen fong
cyndy fuller
daniel & Judy gann
ben & racHelle gibson
lucy gonzales-romero
linda Hong Han

natalie Harris
wai keung Ho
gayle Hodges
seiko ikuta & mari cHiHara
yuuko isHibasHi
Jared Jarvis
kurt & lindsay Jensen
renee Jones
eunHee Jung & Hae geun lee
yoko kamiya
cHeung wai king
kodiak llc
nao kuriki
ronnie & daniel lardizabal
Janyce lebaron
nancy linder
rumi matsubara
yosHiro matsuda
terumi matsusHima
ainslee mcbride
candi newton
JonatHan & deanna nicols
krissy nordHoff
sHeri norton
cHiJun ogawa
wade olsen
optimal HealtH solutions 

brady parkin
david & allyson pHillips
cyntHia porter
sHerri price
wayne & HeatHer pulsipHer
mike & Jolynn rotHs
Joey serdoz
Joan sHodai
yue cHing faraH sit
damon & priscilla stewart
yoko takaku
gerrie taylor
brad & donna toews (founder can)
miyoko & sacHie toyonaga
debra tuttle 
true functional medicine center
micHael vansteenkiste
micHael & Jennifer vasicH
wong po wan
kristin van wey 
brett & deboraH wHite
nicole wHite
cHarles & amy widmer
siu ping yam & ping fung wu
yugengaisya & mitsuyo matsumoto
adam zacHary & nicole cloud

Recognition is based on the highest rank reached three times in a calendar year and then maintained once a quarter. 
Recognition is current as of December 2013.

“I can bring healing to my friends and family 
through dōTERRA.”   
Renee shaeffer 

http://www.doterra.com
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